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OUR DESTINATIONS

Rob Brown
General Manager 
Stonestreets Travel

Our motto, ‘We go the extra mile’ could not be 
more fitting for a travel company, but it is also 
appropriate for the efforts and commitment 
of our dedicated and experienced travel team 
when creating our tours. Our motto also 
reflects the way we fully pack our tours with 
inclusions, and the ‘above and beyond’ 
efforts of our tour staff. I am proud 
to offer such a broad range of tours 
throughout Australia and the world 
this year. I hope that this edition of 
Stonestreets Destinations inspires 
you to travel and explore and I 
look forward to welcoming you to 
our tours in the future.

A Word From Our Travel Manager

THE CORNER COUNTRY - CONTRIBUTED BY YVONNE KENNA
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WHY TRAVEL WITH 
STONESTREETS?

At Stonestreets, our team is passionate 
about adventure and travel and we 
are dedicated to helping you create 

memorable, exciting and carefree 
holidays. We have been providing luxury 

tours across the globe since humble 
beginnings in 1993. We take pride in 

providing our clients with the same 
friendly and personal experiences that 

we would expect and continue to go the 
extra mile every time.

Stonestreets Travel is a proud 
member of the Travellers Choice 
network which ensures that we are 
able to provide you with the best 
possible deals on your next holiday 
or travel booking, throughout 
Australia or across the globe! 

P&O CRUISING | QANTAS HOLIDAYS 
TRAFALGAR TOURS | CONTIKI TOURS 
COSMOS TOURS | HERTZ AUSTRALIA 
HOLLAND AMERICA LINE | TRAVELEX 
SKIMAX/GOLFMAX HOLIDAYS | CARNIVAL 
AVIS AUSTRALIA | ALLIANZ GLOBAL 

ASSISTANCE | PRINCESS CRUISES

YOU’RE IN GREAT HANDS

ALL INCLUSIVE TOURING

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

It’s easy to take driving ability for granted, but the true skill of a talented coach captain is revealed while safely 
navigating a 40 foot, 15 tonne coach, loaded with 50 passengers through the narrow streets of Sydney, while cracking 
a joke and pointing out the most interesting sights. We are proud of our highly qualified, skilled and experienced Coach 
Drivers, like Peter Williams who ensure a safe and comfortable journey, and add a little bit of character to our tours.

We believe that the best holidays are the ones where 
you don’t have to worry about budgeting for food or 
entry fees along the way. That’s why on our tours you’ll 
find most of the meals and all of the attraction entry fees 
and ticket prices are included in the price of the tour. We 
do offer some optional extras along the way for those 
who want to experience something unique, which lowers 
the cost for everyone else.

Having adventured with thousands of travellers to countless 
natural wonders in Australia and around the world, we 
understand that conservation of our planet and its marvels 
for future generations, is of the highest importance. We keep 
sustainability in mind when we develop our tours, by carefully 
planning efficient routes, ensuring proper maintenance of 
our vehicles and minimising physical impacts on the natural 
environment.

Peter Williams - Luxury Coach Captain Sue McPherson, International Tour Guide Nick Peters - 4x4 Coach Captain
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4x4 Coaches
Some of the greatest sights and 
experiences in Australia are found at the 
end of a rough, corrugated and dusty road, 
or, on the other side of a river crossing 
in a harsh or inhospitable environment. 
Navigating the difficult Australian terrain 
requires a tough purpose-built machine, 
like one of our MAN 4WD off-road coaches. 
Just because the roads are rough, doesn’t 
mean that the ride has to be! These 
mighty machines ride high above the 
ground on independent suspension, which 
smooths out the bumps, so you can sit 
back in comfortable cushioned seats in 
air-conditioned comfort and enjoy the 
stunning views.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Expert Guides
On a Stonestreets Tour, our guides and 
drivers ‘make the journey the experience’ 
by embodying our ethos of always ‘going 
the extra mile’. You’ll always find our crew 
to be friendly, helpful, accommodating, 
and always willing to share a joke or two. 
We ensure that our experienced team are 
knowledgeable about the destinations 
on their tour and know where to find the 
‘hidden gems’ along the way.
 

Sharing With New Friends
Another great part of the group tour 
experience is sharing your holiday with 
others. We frequently receive feedback 
from travellers who say that travelling with 
like minded people was a highlight of their 
journey. Our wide range of tours ensures 
that we cater to diverse interests, meaning 
that every tour will have something 
for everyone, and you’ll always have 
someone to share the experience with.  
Our tours are all inclusive, so you won’t 
find any “18-35’s” or “Over 50’s” limitations 
when you book with us! We never say 
anyone is too old for our tours; if the doctor 
says go, then let’s go!

Eat Well
On tour, you can relax and take in the 
sights and not have to worry about finding 
somewhere to eat or budgeting for food 
along the way. We prearrange special dining 
experiences on our trips and include most 
meals in the tour price to make our tours 
deliciously good value.

Comfortable Transport
In a country as big as Australia, simply 
getting there can be half the challenge. We 
make travelling relaxing and comfortable 
with our fleet of modern, air-conditioned and 
well maintained luxury and 4x4 coaches.

Luxury Coaches
Our luxury coaches feature all the creature 
comforts to make your journey relaxing and 
comfortable, including cushioned reclining 
seats with ample legroom, seat belts for 
safety, air-conditioning, curtains and tinted 
windows for comfort and speakers for 
music and guided commentary along the 
way. Offering more to see than most cruise 
ships, and a more pleasant experience than 
a plane flight, we think travelling aboard a 
luxury coach is the best way to see Australia.

TRAVEL IN COMFORT

STAY IN LUXURY

Our tour coordinators and guides work hard to plan 
enjoyable tours for travellers of all ages and levels of 
fitness. Rest assured that all of our included experiences 
are optional and you’ll never have to partake in any 
activity that you are not completely comfortable with. 
In this brochure we utilise a physical rating to help you 
choose a tour that suits you. If in doubt, speak to our 
expert travel team about assessing how well your level 
of fitness matches your choice of holiday.

Every Stonestreets tour is different, some take on the excitement of busy 
cities, while others enjoy a more relaxed pace and atmosphere in remote 
locations. But no matter where our tour takes you, you can be assured that your 
accommodation will have been carefully vetted by our expert tour coordinators 
to ensure comfort, location, cleanliness and good value.
 
We stay regularly with well known chains including Mercure, Mantra and Ibis, 
but they can be few and far between when we travel off the beaten track! 
Through our years of experience and nationwide network of suppliers, we have 
found some amazing places to stop, relax and rest your head for the night.

Light: A relaxing trip with low physical fitness 
requirements. May require: Boarding coach via stairs, 
carrying/wheeling luggage, walking short distances, 
continuous travel for periods of up to 2 hours, 
scheduled bathroom stops.

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Moderate: Undemanding trip with an average physical 
fitness requirement. May require: Some walking (up to 
15 minutes), some stairs, continuous travel for up to 
2.5 hours. The occasional early start. Some unpaved 
road driving on 4x4 tours. May involve some time 
outdoors in the elements.

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Steady: A more heart-pumping trip for those with a 
moderate level of fitness. May require: Some walking 
or walking tours, uneven or unpaved ground, some 
stairs. Some early starts. Some unpaved road driving 
on 4x4 tours. Time outdoors in the elements.

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Energetic: More challenging tours requiring a good level 
of fitness. May require: Extended walks, bushwalking 
or hiking, flights of stairs, unpaved road driving on 4x4 
tours, extended continuous travel, and early starts.

PHYSICAL RATING: 
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SHORT ESCAPES

Whether you desire to explore one of  
Australia’s most spectacular cities, or you 
would prefer a relaxing and scenic escape 
to a remote island paradise, we have a 
short escape to suit every traveller’s whim.
 
Our Short Escape tours are 7 days or 
less and showcase the very best that 
every destination has to offer. Each tour 
is escorted from start to finish by one 
of  our friendly and knowledgeable hosts 
or hostesses who will lead you from one 
amazing experience to the next. 

We know that a good holiday includes 
plenty to see and do, while also leaving 
you time to just stop and relax. Our tour 

coordinators ensure that even our shortest 
tours will include plenty of  free time to 
explore at your own pace, or just sit and 
take in the scenery.

Many of  our tours are highlighted by an 
event such as the Melbourne Cup, the 
International Flower and Garden Festival 
or the Elvis Festival. These Short Escape 
tours are designed to compliment the 
festivities by making the most of  the 
journey and showing you the other sights 
and highlights nearby.

This year we have coordinated our largest 
and most exciting range of  short escapes 
ever!

Reinvigorate and re-energise yourself with a short holiday 
to one of these great destinations and relax, unwind, 
explore and enjoy a host of fantastic experiences.
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Melbourne, VIC

The Overland - Photo courtesy of  Great Southern Rail

Humpback Whales, Fraser Island, QLD
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Twin Share or Double $2,195
+$385Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Experience two of Australia’s greatest 
cities, Melbourne and Sydney, in the 

one exciting short escape. 
The convenience begins immediately 
with a direct flight from Brisbane West 
Wellcamp Airport to Melbourne and 
includes accommodation in the heart of 
Melbourne’s Southbank Precinct. Tour the 
city sights of Melbourne and experience 
the highlights with a Yarra River cruise, 360 
degree viewing from the Eureka Skydeck 
and dinner at Crown Casino. Of course, no 
visit to Melbourne is complete without a 
fine dining experience aboard the famous 
Colonial Tramcar Restaurant. After 2 days 
in Melbourne, take the CountryLink train 

through Victoria’s countryside and towns 
like Albury, Wagga Wagga, Goulburn and 
Moss Vale. Arriving at Sydney’s Central 
Station, waste no time in transit, as your 
Sydney hotel is just across the road. When 
day breaks upon your full day in Sydney, 
you’ll take a city sights tour to the historic 
Rocks area, the Sydney Opera House 
and Sydney Harbour Bridge. For the best 
views, stop at Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair 
and then shoot to the top of the Sydney 
Tower to decide whether Melbourne or 
Sydney is more impressive. Enjoy a special 
Captain Cook dinner cruise upon the 
Harbour. Fly back to Brisbane and return 
to Toowoomba.

9 FEBRUARY 2018 5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Melbourne, VIC

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 2 Dinner x 4Flights x 2Train x 1 4 Nights

From:

Twin Share or Double $1,695
+$260Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Celebrate all things Elvis and Rock ‘n’ 
Roll, 50 years since The King’s 

‘68 Comeback Special.
You won’t need to be an Elvis fanatic or 
a Rock and Roll connoisseur to enjoy 
this Rock ‘n’ Roll themed caper, but if 
you are, well, you’ll have the time of your 
life! The Elvis Festival in Parkes, NSW, 
was first held in 1992 and now attracts 
twenty-five thousand visitors each year 
to relive the Rock ‘n’ Roll heyday over 
a fun filled weekend. Featuring live 
entertainment, street parades, look-alike 
contests, live concerts and gigs, artifact 
displays, cars of the era show, a special 

gospel service and over 100 unique Elvis 
events, this weekend will be a party you’ll 
remember! There is much more to see on 
this short escape tour too! Enjoy a really 
surprising and fascinating tour of the 
Old Texas Rabbit Factory which explains 
the importance of the industry to the 
survival of the city of Texas. Tour former 
gold mining towns and historic locations 
including the city of Orange. Lookout from 
the 1395m high volcano; Mt Canobolas 
which is the highest peak between the 
Blue Mountains and the Indian Ocean. 
Experience all of this, and more, from the 
comfort of a luxury Stonestreets Coach.

Elvis Festival in Parkes
“It’s now, or Never”

11 JANUARY 2018 5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Elvis Festival, Parkes, NSW

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 3 Dinner x 44 Nights

From:

Twin Share or Double $2,495
+$390Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Explore one of Australia’s most 
beautiful and largely unknown 
regions in the foothills of Melbourne’s 

closest alpine resort; Marysville.
Nestled among Melbourne’s closest 
foothills is the picturesque nature-lovers’ 
paradise of Marysville. This village, 
established in 1863, is now a popular 
honeymoon and resort town, but had 
rustic beginnings in early days as a 
stopover for gold miners. Marysville is 
surrounded by natural wonders like 
MacKenzie Falls, Victoria’s tallest waterfall, 
rich timbered mountains in the Yarra 
Ranges, boasting alpine ski resorts, and 
the impressive Lake Eildon which is 6 

times larger than Sydney Harbour, with 
515km of shoreline. You’ll find unique local 
attractions like Bruno’s Art and Sculpture 
Garden, Alexandra Timer Tramway 
Museum and Glenrowan; the site of the 
final stand and capture of Ned Kelly. This 
relaxed paced, scenic tour will take you 
somewhere unique and largely unknown, 
and show you the towns like Gulgong, 
Cowra, Wagga Wagga, Steavenson Falls 
and Healesville along the way. The tour 
ends in Melbourne with a direct flight to 
Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport, but if 
you’d like to stay over, or join our follow-
on Ballarat Begonia Festival Tour (p11), 
that can be arranged!

Mystic Mountains of Marysville
“Victoria’s Secret”

4 MARCH 2018 6 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Taggerty River, Marysville, VIC

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 5 Lunch x 5 Dinner x 55 NightsFlights x 1

From:

Southern States by Rail
Two State Capitals, One Short Escape

Twin Share or Double

Twin Share or Double

$2,895

$2,375

on applicationSingle Supplement

Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

A luxurious 2-night cruise, a scenic 
Overland rail journey and days 
exploring Adelaide, the Barossa and 

Melbourne, all in one short escape.
Loaded with experiences, this tour begins 
with a flight to Melbourne to board the 
Golden Princess cruise liner. At nearly 
a mile long, boasting 17 decks and an 
abundance of dining and entertainment 
options, your two night cruise will be 
as relaxing or as adventurous as you 
make it. Arrive and disembark in Port 
Adelaide, then sightsee from the Mount 
Lofty Summit and experience the 
historic German village of Hahndorf. 
Dine at the Adelaide Casino in the old 

Adelaide Railway Station. Spend a full day 
experiencing the famous Barossa Valley, 
Australia’s premier wine region. Enjoy 
a delicious lunch at Chateau Tanunda, 
before an estate and winery tour. The 
following morning, board Great Southern 
Rail’s, “The Overland” train for a scenic 
journey to Melbourne. On arrival enjoy a 
buffet dinner at Crown Casino. Spend a 
morning exploring Melbourne’s famous 
Southbank precinct at your leisure before 
departing Melbourne Airport on a  flight 
to Brisbane and Stonestreets coach 
journey back to Toowoomba.
Or, stay on to enjoy the Melbourne Flower 
and Garden Show (below).

Discover why the Central Highlands 
of Victoria are known for colourful 

blooms and a colourful history.
Ballarat’s most defining aspect is its long 
standing association with gold, being 
once the thriving heart of Australia’s 
goldfields. Today, the historic facades 
greet travellers in search of another 
beautiful commodity at the annual 
Begonia Festival. This festival has run 
since 1953 offering gardening experts 
and DIY demonstrations, comedy and 
circus events and other floral delights. 
This tour highlights much more than just 
a vibrant festival; this region was also 

instrumental to Australia’s Democracy. 
The nearby town of Eureka was home to 
the infamous Eureka Stockade in 1854. 
Here, visit the Museum of Australian 
Democracy and Australia’s best early 
settlement museum at Sovereign Hill.
Enjoy a stunning “Blood on the Southern 
Cross” show. Explore Hepburn Mineral 
Springs, ride the vintage first class 
Goldfields Railway at Maldon and discover 
the story of Bendigo Tramways Workshop. 
Learn about the Chinese contribution to 
Bendigo at the Golden Dragon Museum 
before flying to Brisbane from Melbourne 
Airport.

From:

From:

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 5 Lunch x 4 Dinner x 52 Nights 2 NightsFlights x 2

Overland from the 
Golden Princess

Ballarat Begonia Festival

9 MARCH 2018

15 MARCH 2018

5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

6 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Ballarat Begonias

Golden Princess, Photo Courtesy Princess Cruises

+$315

“Carnival, Colour and Culture”

Twin Share or Double $2,295
+$336Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Experience the absolute best that 
Melbourne has to offer, including the 
world famous International Flower 

and Garden Show.
For the flower and garden lover there’s 
simply no greater way to celebrate 
autumn than in Melbourne for the 
internationally renowned Melbourne 
Flower Show. Spend 5 days based in 
the heart of Melbourne’s Southbank 
precinct and enjoy exploring the city and 
surrounds each day by coach. Explore 
the iconic Queen Victoria Markets, the 
largest open-air market in the Southern 
Hemisphere, take a quirky cruise on the 
Yarra River, gaze across the city from 

the 285m high Eureka Tower Skydeck 
and enjoy an informative guided tour of 
the Melbourne Cricket Ground. A tour 
highlight is a day in the Dandenongs 
with a scenic Puffing Billy steamtrain ride, 
Bavarian restaurant feast and a visit to 
the incredible and unique William Rickets 
Sanctuary sculpture garden. On this tour 
we save the best for last! Be amongst the 
first through the door on the first day of 
the Melbourne International Flower show 
to see the exhibits and blooms at their 
freshest and brightest. Then, round off the 
final day with an unmissable Melbourne 
experience, a 5 course fine dining dinner 
aboard The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant!

Must-Do Melbourne
And The Flower and Garden Show

18 MARCH 2018 5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Melbourne  Royal Exhibition Building, VIC

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 3 Dinner x 44 NightsFlights x 2

From:

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 3 Dinner x 4Flights x 2 4 Nights
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Twin Share or Double $2,895
+$530Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Castaway to Cairns and Mission 
Beach in Tropical North Queensland 

for countless local experiences!
Fly direct to Townsville from Toowoomba 
and head North through Ingham and 
Cardwell to the BEAUTIFUL Mission 
Beach Resort, home for 3 nights. Take 
to the waterways on a guided cruise to 
see small islands and tropical wildlife in 
their natural habitat including saltwater 
crocs, mudcrabs and more. Visit Charley’s 
Chocolate Factory where you’ll learn 
and taste the journey from cocoa tree to 
chocolate bar. Walk in the clouds on the 
Mamu Tropical Sky Walk with spectacular 
views of the rainforest canopy. Visit the 

castle at Paronella Park and enjoy a 
“Darkness Falls” viewing. Depart Mission 
Beach for Josephine Falls on Mount Bartle 
Frere before heading to Cairns for 2 nights. 
Tour the city sights and stop at St Monica’s 
Cathedral. At night maybe wander to the 
famous Cairns Night Markets. Highlight 
day includes the famous Kuranda 
Scenic Railway up into the rainforest 
and mountains and unique village with 
shopping opportunities. Later take the 
Skyrail Rainforest Cableway through the 
canopy into the forest before an amazing 
Night Fire Indigenous Experience at 
Tjapukai. Fly home to Brisbane and 
transfer  back to Toowoomba.

27 MAY 2018 6 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Mission Beach, QLD

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 5 Lunch x 4 Dinner x 5Flights x 2 5 Nights

From:

Twin Share or Double $2,297
+$450Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

Experience sunny Townsville, one 
of the most beautiful and unique 

Regional Queensland destinations.
Basking in more than 300 days of sunshine 
every year and surrounded by a myriad 
of natural wonders, this is the perfect 
place to be in autumn. For convenience, 
fly direct from Toowoomba’s Wellcamp 
Airport and begin exploring immediately. 
Take a Townsville scenic tour to get 
the lay of the land and take in the 360 
degree views from Castle Hill. Learn of 
Townsville’s 150 year history and how the 
city and local region continues to evolve 
today. After a good night’s rest, Enjoy a 

River to the Mountains Tour. Learn about 
early pioneers and explorers, the history 
of the Ross River and mountain top views 
from Thornton’s Gap. After lunch discover 
much of Townsville’s lengthymilitary 
history. Take the ferry to Magnetic Island 
for a tour of Nelly Bay and the Island’s 
animals, birds, history, geology and 
folklore. Reef HQ is a highlight with the 
world’s largest living coral reef aquarium. 
Meet all manner of aquatic creatures here 
before an afternoon birds of prey show. 
There’ll be time for shopping and relaxing 
on this tour before it ends with another 
convenient direct flight to Toowoomba.

Tropical Townsville
Mountains, Islands and the Reef

23 MAY 2018 5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Townsville, QLD

From:

Tropical North Queensland
Tropical Experiences Abound!

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 2 Dinner x 4Flights x 2 4 Nights

The perfect holiday escape for those 
wanting to test the waters of cruising, 
or just wants a short relaxing getaway.

Depart Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport 
for Sydney where the fun begins 
immediately. First, explore the historic 
Rocks area and take a short sightseeing 
tour before lunch. Visit Farm Cove and 
Mrs. Macquaries Chair, for arguably the 
best views of Sydney Harbour, then hit 
Bondi Beach! The full day in Sydney kicks 
off with a wonderful guided tour under 
the sails of the Sydney Opera House, 
then take to the sky in the Sydney Tower 
Observation Deck for views of the Blue 

Mountains, the Harbour and Botany Bay. 
Wander and explore Darling Harbour 
before another exciting and informative 
guided tour, this time Sydney Olympic 
Park! On your last morning in Sydney, 
visit the animals with the best real estate 
in town, at Taronga Park Zoo. Later, arrive 
at the cruise terminal to board the Sun 
Princess for a 2 night cruise to Brisbane. 
Depart Sydney Harbour under the bridge 
this afternoon, then begin exploring 
and experiencing the huge range of 
entertainment on board. The ship arrives 
in Brisbane after 2 nights and from 
there, we’ll return you to Toowoomba.

Sydney Sights & Pacific Nights
Explore Sydney and cruise home in luxury

24 APRIL 2018 5 DAYS
PHYSICAL RATING: 

Sydney Harbour, NSW

Twin Share or Double $1,895
+$580Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

INCLUSIONS: 
From:

From:

3 SEPTEMBER 2018 4 DAYS

Fraser Island, QLD

Cairns, QLD THE WHALES OF FRASER ISLANDCAIRNS STAY AND PLAY
See the giants of the sea and enjoy an island paradise5 or 7 tropical days in paradise

Humpacks at play Fraser Island residents taking a dip

Day 1: Monday 3 September 2018 - Toowoomba to Fraser Island 
Travel to Nanango for morning tea before arriving in Hervey Bay 
in time for lunch. Drive the Esplanade past the Pier to River Heads 
and board the ferry bound for Fraser Island. Meals: LD 
Day 2: Tuesday 4 September 2018 - Fraser Island 4WD Tour 
After breakfast depart for a day of off-road exploring. Visit the 
Fraser’s top natural attractions and cool off in a pristine watering 
hole. Tour and explore in the comfort of an air-conditioned four-
wheel-drive coach. Discover Lake McKenzie, Pile Valley’s Stunning 
Satinay and Brush Box Forests and Seventy-Five Mile Beach. See 
what remains of the Maheno shipwreck and view the coloured 
sands of The Pinnacles. Meals: BLD 
Day 3: Wed 5 September 2018 -Whale Watching & Bush Tucker 
It’s peak season for whale watching so today, enjoy the best scenic 
cruise on the Fraser Coast. See the Humpbacks taking time out to 
socialise, have some fun and nurture their young. You’ll have to 
do your part and wave your arms and stamp your feet, the whales 
love it and their natural curiosity brings them up to the boats to 
see what the ‘silly’ humans are doing. Return to your resort for 
some down time to reflect on the experience until late afternoon 
when you’ll enjoy a chef-prepared Bush Tucker and Tasting Tour. 
Discover the delights of our native bush tucker and Australian 
wine and learn how these foods can be used to enhance most 
dishes. Rangers present a selection of foods in their natural, raw 
state and explain where you can find these foods. Meals: BD 
Day 4: Thur 6 September 2018 - Fraser Island to Toowoomba
Enjoy a leisurely start to your final day on Fraser. Enjoy breakfast 
and a little free time, then transfer back to the mainland by the 
Fraser Island passenger ferry. Your coach will then collect you 
and, after stopping for lunch in Maryborough, return you back to 
Toowoomba in the afternoon. Meals: BL

Escape to Tropical North Queensland for a tropical getaway 
including the very best experiences that Cairns has to offer.

Day 1: Wednesday 30 May - Cairns 
Depart Brisbane Airport for Cairns. Enjoy lunch in the city then a 
sightseeing tour. Stop at St Monica’s Cathedral. Tonight, maybe 
stroll into town to the famous Cairns Night Market. Meals: D
Day 2: Thursday 31 May - Mountains
Board the Kuranda Scenic Railway to take the breathtaking 
scenic mountain journey from sea level to 328m, past waterfalls 
and into Barron Gorge. In Kuranda, enjoy the range of attractions 
and unique shopping including village markets. Then take the 
Skyrail Rainforest Cableway back to sea level before this evening’s 
Tjapukai’s Night Fire Indigenous Experience. Meals: BD 
Day 3: Friday 1 June - Great Barrier Reef 
No visit to North Queensland is complete without a day on the reef! 
An air-conditioned catamaran will take you to a brand new, multi-
level pontoon at Moore Reef for snorkeling, a glass bottom boat 
ride, semi-submersible coral reef viewing, underwater observatory, 
marine-life touch tank and optional scuba diving, guided snorkeling 
safari and Seawalker Helmet Diving. After 4 hours you’ll no doubt 
have an appetite for a delicious tropical buffet lunch. Meals: BLD 
Day 4: Saturday 2 June - Atherton Tablelands 
Head to Lake Barrine on the Atherton Tablelands. Take a rainforest 
and wildlife cruise on this special volcanic crater lake before 
morning tea at the Teahouse Café. Later, see the most photographed 
tree around, ‘The Curtain Fig Tree’. Then visit Coffee Works, famous 
for growing some of the country’s best coffee. Meals: BD
Day 5: Sunday 3 June - Free Day - 5 Day Tour Ends
Today is free to explore, relax or indulge at your leisure. Meals: B
Day 6: Monday 4 June - Daintree River
Enjoy “Breakfast with the Birds” at the Port Douglas Wildlife Habitat 
before a guided cruise upon the beautiful Daintree River. Spot 
crocs and rare wildlife and then head to beautiful Port Douglas for 
lunch. Finish the day at Mossman Gorge. Meals: BD
Day 7: Tuesday 5 June - Toowoomba
Enjoy a leisurely morning, before a Cairns - Wellcamp flight. Meals:B

Have a whale of a time on Fraser Island and enjoy the ultimate 
sea mammal spectacle during the annual humpback migration.

Twin Share or Double $1,595
+$285Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 3 Lunch x 3 Dinner x 3

PHYSICAL RATING: 

3 Nights

From:

30 MAY 2018

5 DAYS

7 DAYS

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Twin Share or Double $2,550
+$360Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD) Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 2 Dinner x 4Flights x 2 4 Nights

From:

Twin Share or Double $2,999
+$495Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)
Breakfast x 6 Lunch x 2 Dinner x 5Flights x 2 6 Nights

From:

INCLUSIONS: 

INCLUSIONS: 
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Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 1 Dinner x 42 Nights2 NightsFlights x 1



Uluru, NT

EXTENDED TOURS

To properly explore all of  the sights and 
enjoy all of  the experiences of  a destination, 
we offer Extended Tours ranging from 7 
day whirlwind adventures to 14+ day scenic 
odysseys in every state and territory.

A Stonestreets Extended Tour is much more 
than a seat and a window with a rolling view. 
At Stonestreets, we make the journey the 
experience. All of  our tours are escorted by 
a friendly and helpful host or hostess who 
will quickly become your newest friend while 
also providing interesting insights, tales and 
stories about the destinations on the tour.

Our Extended Tours are meticulously 
planned by Stonestreets Tour Coordinators 
to follow the best route in order to show you 
all of  the must see highlights as well as a few 
hidden gems along the way. 

We access our nationwide network of  
suppliers to find good quality, excellent value, 
centrally located accommodation and arrange 
and include most meals on the tour. Some 
days though, we’ll let you loose to find some 
local flavours to indulge in, because we know 
that is part of  the experience. 

Our Extended Tours aren’t constantly “Go! 
Go! Go!” either. On longer journeys we make 
sure to include rest days, multiple night stops, 
sleep in days and plenty of  free time for you 
to relax and enjoy your holiday.
 
From the unspoiled wilderness of  Kakadu, 
and the Kimberley, striking views of  Uluru 
and the Simpson Desert, tropical rainforests 
of  North Queensland and the major cities 
of  the east coast, you’ll be sure to find an 
adventure to whet your appetite in our range.

In a country as big as Australia, just getting to your destination 
can be an adventure, so for travellers with a little more time, 
our Extended Tours will take you the extra mile.
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Day 3: Sunday 11 February - Antarctica
Today will offer a once in a lifetime 
experience, a chance to see the snowy 
white expanse of Antarctica. After a 
hearty breakfast at the hotel, transfer 
to Melbourne Airport and board the 
specially chartered Qantas Boeing 474-
400. Set off from Melbourne and get 
comfortable while you listen to actual 
Antarctic Expeditioners who are onboard 
with you to provide information about 
exploring the world’s highest, driest 
and coldest continent. The whole 
flight lasts for approximately 12 hours 
with approximately 4 hours over the 
Antarctica Treaty Area. From a low 
altitude you’ll be able to see miles of 
ice floes and dramatic icebergs before 
crossing the Antarctic continent’s high 
and rugged cliffs, spectacular mountains 
and glaciers and huge expanses of ice. Fly 
over the incredible Polar Icecap before 
reaching the coast and descending to a 
lower altitude. Continue over the sea ice 

to the French base at Dumont d’Urville, 
where buildings and vehicles are usually 
visible, before heading east along the 
coast over Commonwealth Bay (location 
of Mawson’s Hut). From there, turn inland 
and fly south east over the Transantarctic 
Range to Cape Washington and explore 
the spectacular mountains of Northern 
Victoria Land, Cape Hallet and Cape 
Adare. This is just one of 19 different flight 
plans prepared by Qantas to enable the 
Captain to choose the best possible route, 
taking weather conditions into account. 
Full service is included onboard with 
snacks, lunch and dinner plus beverages 
including Champagne to toast your flight 
over the Antarctica. Meals: BLD

Day 4: Mon 12 February - Phillip Island
Enjoy a late start before departing 
for Phillip island, a treasure trove 
of Australian wildlife. Visit Churchill 
Island farm to explore and enjoy ocean 
views from the cafe. Then, at the Koala 
Conservation Centre, look for koalas in 
their natural habitat. This evening when 
the little penguins come home from the 
sea, you’ll be able to see this amazing 
sight from an elevated boardwalk as they 
waddle cautiously from the beach to 
their burrows. Meals: B
Day 5: Tue 13 February - Toowoomba
Head to Melbourne’s famous Queen 
Victoria Markets before you head to 
Melbourne Airport for the direct flight to 
Toowoomba. Meals: BD

AN ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE

AN ANTARCTIC EXPERIENCE
Most only dream of seeing Antarctica, usually because it can be difficult 
to get there. This short tour makes it easy with a scenic passenger jet 
flight right over the magnetic South Pole with several hours of scenic, 
low altitude flying over the Antarctic Coastline. The flight departs from 
Melbourne providing a great excuse to see the sights and do some 

shopping while you’re there.

Day 1: Friday 9 February - Melbourne
Fly direct from Brisbane West Wellcamp 
Airport on a mid-afternoon flight to 
Melbourne. Arrive approximately 6pm and 
transfer to your central accommodation in 
the heart of Melbourne. 

Day 2: Sat 10 February - Melbourne Tour
After a leisurely start, set off on a morning 
of shopping in the city. Later, take the 
Best of Melbourne tour which showcases 
Melbourne’s charm and character. Enjoy a 
gourmet boxed lunch as you cruise the Yarra 
River complete with quirky commentary. 
Later, a scenic coach tour will familiarise 
you with the popular attractions and sights 
of the city. Visit the Botanic Gardens, Acland 
Street in St Kilda and the Brighton Beach 
bathing boxes before finishing the day in 
style on an unforgettable 1927 Colonial 
Tramcar Restaurant dining experience. 
Meals: BLD

9 FEBRUARY 2018

Twin Share or Double $3,995
+$550Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 4 Lunch x 2 Dinner x 3Flights x 3

5 DAYS

7 Nights

From:

Melbourne

Mawson’s Hut

Cape Adare
South Magnetic 

Pole
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the famous Fletcher’s Fate Dinner. This 
entertaining play, recounts the story of 
famous mutineer, Fletcher Christian over 
a sumptuous 3 course dinner. Meals: BLD
 
Day 3: Monday 30 April - Free day 
Having briefly seen the island on the 
tour of day 2, today has been left free to 
relax or explore at your leisure. Optional 
tours are also available and your hosts 
will be happy to assist with ideas and 
arrangements. Another special dinner 
is planned this evening with a 3 course 
progressive dinner to select Island 
homes with tales to tell. Meals: BD

Day 4: Tuesday 1 May - Convict 
Settlement, Island Fish Fry and Sound 
and Light Show 
Enjoy an in-depth tour of the historic 
Georgian settlement of Kingston. Wander 
the cemetery while hearing about the 
convict and colonial headstones. Learn 

about the houses along “Quality Row” and 
explore the ruins of the New Gaol. See Pier 
Store, Boat Shed and the Crank Mill before 
a late afternoon feast of Island dishes, 
salads, homemade bread and fresh fried 
fish, followed by Island desserts and tea/
coffee. Watch the sun set from Puppy’s 
Point on Norfolk’s beautiful western 
coastline, then, head back to Kingston 
where nightfall brings a different mood to 
the convict settlement. The same stillness 
and stars appear, just as they were before 
settlers arrived in 1788. With dramatic use 
of lighting and costumed actors, the stillness is 
broken as you witness the troubled decades 
of Norfolk Island’s convict era. Meals: BD

Day 5: Wednesday 2 May - Bush 
Breakfast and Wonderland by Night 
This morning choose between a stroll 
through a one hundred acre reserve, or the 
more energetic 3.5km walk through scenic 
Mt Bates to Captain Cook Monument. At 

the end of both walks you’ll meet on the 
clifftop for a delicious breakfast barbecue. 
Enjoy some leisure time before lunch and 
an Island Cultural Tour. From mutineer 
ancestors and their Tahitian wives came 
the arts of woodcarving, weaving, cooking 
and the Norfolk language. On this tour 
see a carving demonstration, learn about 
local dishes and test your tongue with the 
Island language. Tonight, feast at Barney 
Duffy’s Grill then enjoy “Wonderland 
by night”, which transforms 10 acres of 
magical Norfolk Pines and bushland 
into an enchanted forest. Matt Bigg, a 
descendant of the Bounty mutineers, 
will guide you as he recites poems and 
explains the meanings behind each of the 
lit dioramas. Meals: BLD

Day 6: Thursday 3 May - Behind the 
Hedges & Mutiny on the Bounty Shows
Travel to Anson Bay on a Behind the 
Hedges Tour to visit a small hobby farm, 
which has been instrumental in improving 
the local livestock industry. Then, close 
by, see a demonstration at Norfolk’s 
major potter and browse at the Cottage 
Pottery shop. After morning tea at a scenic 
spot, visit the local chocolate shop for 
something sweet. See one of the Island’s 
largest Banyan Trees before some more 
leisure time. Dine tonight at Norfolk’s 
newest restaurant, Castaways. Then take 
in another high quality show, The Mutiny 
on the Bounty. See descendants of the 
mutineers bring the story of the famed 
and ill-fated ‘Mutiny on the Bounty’, 
which shaped Norfolk Island. Meals: BD 

Day 7: Friday 4 May - Green Fingers Tour 
and Night as a Convict 
Explore some of the Island’s loveliest 
gardens, local nursery, a private fruit and 
vegetable market garden and a gorgeous 
private garden with spectacular views of 
Kingston and Nepean and Phillip Islands. 
Tonight enjoy a farewell dinner with your 
new partners in crime as you dress as a 
convict and join with the Commandant for 
an evening of gaiety, feasting and singing 
(outfit supplied). This is the most popular 
feature dinner on Norfolk. Meals: BD
 
Day 8: Saturday 5 May - Toowoomba
After a free morning fly to Brisbane where 
Stonestreets will collect and transfer you 
back to Toowoomba. Meals: BL

Kingston 7

Middlegate

Burnt Pine

Cascade

Norfolk Island 
Airport

Photo Courtesy of Norfolk Island Tourism
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7 Nights

Day 1: Saturday 28 April - Norfolk Island 
Wataweih Welkam! Hello and Welcome! 
Fly from Brisbane International Airport 
direct to Norfolk Island where, upon 
arrival, you’ll be met by local guides who 
will travel with you for much of your stay. 
Travel to Paradise Resort Hotel, nestled 
among 11 acres of beautifully landscaped 
sub-tropical gardens. Enjoy some free 
time this afternoon and settle in before 
dinner. Join your tour group for some pre-
dinner welcome drinks, compliments of 

Stonestreets Travel. Enjoy a glass or two of 
bottled wine, premium beers and spirits 
or soft drinks before a wonderful night of 
musical entertainment over a delicious 3 
course a la carte meal. Meals: LD

Day 2: Sunday 29 April - Island Tour and 
Fletcher’s Fate Dinner 
Waste no time on the first day on the island 
visiting historic Kingston, the capital of 
the Australian South Pacific Territory 
and Australia’s second oldest town. Also 

explore Cascade and Longridge and get 
the lay of the land. See and learn about 
the famous convict buildings, beautiful 
beaches, golf course and the renowned 
Melanesian Chapel. You’ll also learn about 
Government, laws and lifestyle on Norfolk 
Island. Enjoy morning tea in the garden of 
an historic Island home. The afternoon is 
free to relax or enjoy a short stroll into the 
main shopping district of Norfolk Island; 
Burnt Pine. Tonight, join an interactive 
evening of intrigue and mystery with 

NATURAL NORFOLK
Explore one of Australia’s most naturally beautiful and culturally significant islands; the Pine Tree isle in 
the South Pacific. The sandy beaches, spectacular views from jagged cliffs and tall pines combine with a 
rich and intriguing history to make Norfolk the ultimate tour destination. Norfolk’s laid back residents 
embrace tourism, offering a fantastic range of experiences to enjoy on their island. This fully-escorted, all-

inclusive tour offers the perfect blend of island touring, free time and entertainment.

Twin Share or Double $3,295
+$250Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 4 Dinner x 8Flights x 2

8 DAYS

From:

Photo Courtesy of Norfolk Island Tourism
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Lord Howe Island

8 DAYS

Day 1: Saturday 12 May - Lord Howe Island
Transfer by Stonestreets Coach to Brisbane Domestic Airport to 
depart Brisbane, bound for Lord Howe Island. On arrival you’ll 
be greeted and escorted to Somerset Apartments which are 
located just a short walk from the Island’s main attractions and 
shopping district. Tonight, head to the Anchorage Restaurant  to 
enjoy a welcome dinner with a presentation about the Island. 
Meals: D

Day 2: Sunday 13 May - Island Tour & Around Island Cruise 
Two great tours await today! Firstly, the “All Corners Island Tour” 
will give you your bearings and provide an insight into what you 
can do on Lord Howe Island. Learn where the best walks, photo 
opportunities and local sights are located. Visit the local school, 
Government House, the hospital and the Catalina monument. 
Your driver and guide will point out many of the Island’s  endemic 
sea and land bird species. Lord Howe is home to several rare bird 
species including the Woodhen and the Kentia Palm. Discover 
the social history of the Island with tales of early settlement, 
predators and pests, flora and fauna, ships, flying boats and 
even buried treasure! Later, return to Summerset Apartments  
for some free time. Take the short stroll into town for lunch, 

before an afternoon cruise around the Island. Relax and enjoy 
the breath-taking views all around Lord Howe Island including 
the spectacular image of Balls Pyramid, a sheer pinnacle of 
rock which spears out of the ocean. Approach the Admiralty 
Islands which are home to a large percentage of the Island’s 
bird population before returning to the accommodation at the 
end of the 2 hour cruise. Enjoy a delicious Island Fish Fry at the 
Beachcomber for dinner this evening. Meals: BD

Day 3: Monday 14 May - North Bay Turtle & Nature Tour 
This morning, after breakfast, spend some free time at your 
leisure before a North Bay Turtle and Nature Tour. On this tour 
see a large variety of fish, turtles, stingrays and amazing corals 
from a glass bottom boat, named the ‘Adventure One’. While 
exploring North Bay you can choose to climb up Mt. Eliza, walk 
to the Old Gulch or the Herring Pools, view the sea bird rookery 
(seasonal), swim or just relax beachside. There will also be a 
host of amazing snorkeling opportunities including an optional 
snorkel of the wreck of the ‘Favourite’ which ran aground in 1965. 
A BBQ lunch is served before the afternoon return to Somerset 
Apartments. Dine tonight at Milky Way. Meals: BLD

LORD HOWE ISLAND
Immerse yourself in the spectacular surroundings of the World Heritage-listed island paradise, Lord 
Howe Island. Less than a 2 hour flight from Brisbane, you won’t see any powerlines or highrises on the 
Island which is just 11 kilometres long. Birdsong fills the clean air and lush green mountains make for 
a tranquil experience, and with only 400 visitors allowed at any time, the pace on the island is slow and 

relaxing. There is still plenty of activities and experiences to be had when you’re not busy relaxing!

LORD HOWE ISLAND

Balls Pyramid, Lord Howe Island

Lord Howe Island

Holy Ghost Bird - Sterna Nereis

Day 4: Tuesday 15 May - Ron’s Enviro Ramble 
Today, join Ron on an easy 3 km environmental ramble around 
the Island. Enjoy great scenery with commentary about the 
birds, flora, fossils, palm and tourist industries. Hear about the 
local bush tucker and the medicinal properties of native plants. 
Learn about the volcanic  origins and the colourful local history 
before Ron returns you to the local Bowling Club for dinner. 
Meals: BD

Day 5: Wednesday 16 May - Coral Viewing 
Today, take a two hour tour focusing on the abundant coral 
seascape. Be introduced to some of the more unusual lagoon 
inhabitants like the endemic double-header wrasse, stingrays 
and turtles. You may wish to take a snorkeling experience 
at Erscott’s Hole or you can just relax on the boat. In the late 
afternoon enjoy the unique opportunity to view local historical 
movies at the local hall which will explore the flying boat days. 
Dinner tonight will be at the Anchorage Restaurant. Meals: BD

Day 6: Thursday 17 May - Nature with Ian
Join Ian Hutton, a Lord Howe local and naturalist who 
describes living on Lord Howe Island like living inside a David 
Attenborough documentary. Ian will share his experiences of 
the Island dating back to when he arrived in 1980 as a weather 
observer through to today. Ian became so absorbed in the 
Island’s environment that he left his secure government job 

and started “Lord Howe Island Nature Tours”. After this fantastic 
locally guided experience, spend the rest of your day at  your 
leisure. If you’re into golf, maybe book a tee time and later 
meet the group for dinner at the Lord Howe Island Golf Club 
restaurant. Meals: BD

Day 7: Friday 18 May - Little Island 
After breakfast, walk the Little Island Track to view the 
spectacular aerial courtship displays by the winter breeding 
Providence Petrel. The Petrel is one of the world’s rarest birds, 
returning to the Island to nest each year. It can be ‘called’ out of 
the air to land at your feet and may even climb into your lap! 
Have a bite of lunch at the Anchorage Restaurant, then, head to 
Ned’s Beach to feed the fish that are right around your ankles!  
A small amount of fish food will be supplied with additional 
fish food available for purchase. Enjoy some time down at 
Ned’s Beach snorkeling before, savouring the last night on Lord 
Howe Island with a farewell dinner at the Coral Café. 
Meals: BLD

Day 8: Saturday 19 May – Toowoomba
Farewell the Island paradise after breakfast and transfer to Lord 
Howe Island Airport. Board the Brisbane bound flight where 
upon arrival a Stonestreets coach will be waiting. Have lunch at 
the Transit Tavern before travelling back to Toowoomba.
Meals: BL

12 MAY 2018

Twin Share or Double $4,395
+$815Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 3 Dinner x 7Flights x 2 7 Nights

From:

Somerset 
Apartments
7

Blackburn 
Island

The Lagoon

Lovers Bay

Salmon Beach

Sugarloaf Passage

Ned’s Beach

TASMAN SEA

Admiralty Islands

Front Reef

Malabar
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Transit Hill
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Point
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SPIRIT OF THE OUTBACK

9 DAYS

The Spirit of the Outback, Photo courtesy of Queensland Rail

Outback Sunset, QLD

14 MAY 2018

SPIRIT OF THE OUTBACK
Outback Queensland is a land of inspiring stories where you can feel a special connection with the 
history of our country, the spirit of our nation and what it means to be Australian. This is the most 
comprehensive tour to Outback Queensland we have ever offered. Discover the outback regions around 
Charleville, Longreach and Winton including travel back to Brisbane on board the Spirit of the Outback 

in first class sleeper cabins. 

Day 1: Monday 14 May - Charleville 
Depart Toowoomba through the Darling 
Downs, Chinchilla, Roma, Mitchell and 
Morven before reaching Charleville. After 
checking in and having dinner, visit the 
Cosmos Centre to explore the galaxy by 
telescope. 
Meals: LD

Day 2: Tuesday 15 May - Charleville 
Take a Top Secret WWII USA Airforce 
History Tour at Charleville Airport which 
became an American top secret military 
site during World War II. Later, meet the 
cute and sadly endangered marsupials, 
the Bilby at Charleville’s captive breeding 
centre. Depart Charleville and pass 
through Augathella and Tambo to 
Barcaldine for an overnight stop. 
Meals: BLD

Day 3: Wednesday 16 May - Ilfracombe 
This morning visit a ghost gum which 
earned fame as the founding site of 
the Australian Labor Party. Later, visit 
the Australian Workers Heritage Centre 
dedicated to celebrating the lives of 
ordinary working people who shaped the 
nation. Stop in Ilfracombe, visit Machinery 
Mile’s wonderful display of rare local 
machinery. Call in to the unique century 
old Wellshot Hotel before departing for 
Hilton’s Corner, home to an interesting 
collection ... of collections. Arrive in 
Longreach and visit the Australian 
Stockman’s Hall of Fame for dinner and an 
Outback Stockman’s Show. Meals: BLD
 

Day 4: Thursday 17 May - Longreach 
Take a guided tour of the Longreach 
School of the Air, observing the school 
in action and learn how education is 
delivered using technology ‘in the bush’. 
Next, return to the Australian Stockman’s 
Hall of Fame to explore the centre’s five 
themed galleries proudly displaying the 
history behind some of Australia’s greatest 
and bravest explorers, stock workers, 
pastoralists, and Aborigines. Later today, 
join Kinnon & Co for an authentic Stage 
Coach Ride including the only stagecoach 
gallop in Australia! Tonight it’s all aboard 
the Longreach Explorer for a relaxing  and 
informative cruise with 360 degree views 
of the majestic Thomson River. Stop at 
Sunset Bend to toast the colours of an 
outback sunset. Dock at Smithy’s Outback 
Dinner and Show before retiring for the 
evening. Meals: BD
 
Day 5: Friday 18 May - Strathmore Station 
Meet Maree at Strathmore Station who 
will share her passion for station life 
on a personalised tour. Learn about 
Santa Gertrudis cattle and Merino 
wool production and how these third-
generation graziers made water run 
up-hill! At the homestead, wander the 
tranquil gardens and enjoy warm outback 
hospitality. Return to Longreach and the 
Qantas Founders Museum, a world-class 
museum and cultural display portraying 
the story of Qantas. Go behind the scenes 
on two jet aircraft, the Boeing 747 and 707 
and see a DC-3 to compare airliner design 
since the 1930s. Meals: BLD

Day 6: Saturday 19 May -Winton
Arrive in Winton for morning tea then 
visit the new Waltzing Matilda Centre 
complex* (or Qantilda Museum). Have 
lunch at the famous North Gregory Hotel 
then step back in time at the Australian 
Age of Dinosaur Museum for a special 
guided tour of the fossil laboratory and 
collection room. Enjoy an Aussie Outback 
BBQ with dinosaurs tonight. Meals: BLD
 
Day 7: Sunday 20 May - Lark Quarry
Carisbrooke is a sheep and cattle station, 
set in the red Cory’s Range and Williams 
Valley south west of Winton. Hosts Charles 
and Penelope invite you to experience a 
scenic station tour and visit Lark Quarry, 
the only known fossilised dinosaur 
stampede on the planet. Meals: BLD
 
Day 8: Mon 21 May - Spirit of the Outback 
Rise early today and farewell the trusty 4x4 
coach and your driver. Board the Spirit of 
the Outback in Longreach for the 1,325km 
overnight journey to Brisbane. Settle 
into your private first-class cabin with 
comfortable seats for the day, becoming a 
cosy bed at night. During the journey, you 
may like to head to the Shearers Rest, an 
exclusive lounge area to relax with a cool 
beverage. Enjoy all-inclusive dining in the 
first-class Tuckerbox Restaurant including 
hearty outback inspired chef prepared 
meals. Meals: BLD
 
Day 9: Tuesday 22 May - Toowoomba
Pass Maryborough and Gympie to 
Brisbane’s Roma St Station (midday). 
Transfer to Toowoomba. Meals: BL

Twin Share or Double $3,995
on applicationSingle Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Charleville 1

Winton 2

Lark Quarry
Longreach 3

1

1

Toowoomba
Brisbane

Chinchilla

Blackall

Barcaldine

Roma

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 8 Lunch x 8 Dinner x 81 Night 7 Nights

From:
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The Waltzing Matilda Centre is due to reopen 
before this tour. If it not open in time, alternate 
visit to Qantilda Museum will be offered.



Cape York is one of the last great wild places on Earth. Located at the 
very tip of Queensland, it is the most northerly point of the Australian 
mainland. The extraordinary cape landscape is a diverse mix of mangrove, 
tropical rainforests, savannahs, wetlands and bountiful coasts and seas all 
teeming with thousands of species of tropical birds and wildlife. This Cape 
York journey offers the chance to experience unspoiled, rugged scenery, 
beautiful waterfalls, basking crocodiles and far north Queensland’s spirit 
and history. Come and stand at the top of Australia and experience the 

magic of The Cape with Stonestreets Travel.

CAPE YORK
An adventure into Australia’s largest unspoiled wilderness

10 DAYS

Cape York, QLD

Twin Share or Double $4,995
+$815Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD);

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Day 1: Tuesday 5 June - Cairns 
Fly from Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport to 
Cairns and join your crew and Stonestreets 
luxury 4x4 tour coach. Explore Cairns 
by coach and see Trinity Wharf, the 
Casino, Botanic Gardens and foreshore 
development. Check in to the hotel before 
dinner and take a stroll uptown to the 
Cairns Night Markets. Meals: D 
Day 2: Wed 6 June - Cape Tribulation 
Experience one of the most unique rail 
journeys in Australia today. Rising to 
328m through world heritage rainforest, 
past spectacular waterfalls into Barron 
Gorge; the Kuranda railway is steeped 
in pioneering heritage and the village 
of Kuranda offers many shopping and 
scenic opportunities. After lunch, visit 
Port Douglas, where two World Heritage 
areas meet; rainforest and reef. See the 
Marina, Four Mile Beach and St Mary’s by 
the Sea, then cross the Daintree River by 
ferry. Stay a night in Cape Tribulation’s 
environmentally-friendly resort set in lush 
coastal rainforest, a short stroll from Cape 
Tribulation’s Myall Beach. Meals: BD
Day 3: Thu 7 June - Cooktown
After a visit to the beach set off on the 
Bloomfield Track, one of Australia’s most 
scenic 4WD tracks. This exciting drive 
through pristine rainforest traverses steep 
stony slopes and splashes across creeks 
on the way to Bloomfield Falls. Enjoy an 
Indigenous-guided tour to learn about the 
cultural significance of the area. Dine at the 

unique Lions Den Hotel, built in 1875. Stop 
at Black Mountain Lookout before arriving 
in Cooktown to explore the Chinese Shrine 
and architecture from Cooktown’s golden 
days. (Meals: BLD) 
Day 4: Fri 8 June - Coen 
Visit the pretty Isabella Falls before the 
day’s journey though Lakefield National 
Park. Stop at Old Laura Homestead, built 
in the 1880’s. In Lakefield National Park, 
see termite mound dotted grasslands 
and teeming flood plains. Meals: BLD  
Day 5: Sat 9 June - Weipa
Explore Coen’s Heritage House and old 
Gold Mine before passing the Quarantine 
Inspection Station to Archer River. Stop for 
a photo and lunch before arriving in Weipa; 
the Capital of the Cape. This afternoon 
enjoy a scenic river cruise through the 
local waterways at sunset. Meals: BLD
Day 6: Sun 10 June - Moreton Station 
Weipa is built on one of the world’s 
largest deposits of bauxite. Today’s tour 
reveals the massive mining operation port 
loading facilities of the town. Then you’ll 
visit Batavia Downs Station encountering 
creek crossings and interesting scenery 
before arriving at Moreton Station, home 
for the night. Take the walking track along 
the north bank of the river to Cave Creek 
where the bedrock has been eroded to 
form a unique natural bridge. Meals: BLD
Day 7: Mon 11 June - Loyalty Beach 
Depart Moreton via Bramwell Junction 
to photograph GIANT termite mounds, 

then cross the Heathlands to ‘Fruit Bat’ 
and Elliott Twin Falls for lunch. See Jardine 
River National Park then take a short ferry 
crossing to the Northern Peninsula and  
Loyalty Beach; home base for two nights. 
These sandy beaches are just 12km west of 
the tip of Cape York Peninsula. Meals: BLD 
Day 8: Tue 12 June - Cape York - Sommerset 
Today the tour finally reaches the tip of 
Australia! As the excitement builds, travel 
through rainforest and ford creeks, before 
exploring the remains of Pajinka Resort 
and ruins of Sommerset; Torres Strait’s 
first administrative centre. Suddenly the 
road stops and the rest of the journey 
is on foot until you stand and gaze out 
from the northernmost point of Australia! 
Grab a souvenir from the nearby Croc Tent 
before a look around Bamaga; including 
a memorial to a crashed DC3 plane from 
1945. Meals: BD 
Day 9: Wed 13 June - Thursday & Horn Islands 
Cross to Thursday Island, Torres Strait’s 
administrative center since 1877 and 
Australia’s northernmost settlement. A tour 
will reveal this region’s history including 
bustling pearl fishery, site of the SS Quetta 
shipwreck, Port Kennedy Cathedral and 
Green Hill Fort. Later, cross the bay to Horn 
Island for a buffet lunch and a visit to the 
WWII Museum. Meals: BLD
Day 10: Thursday 14 June  – Toowoomba 
Transfer to Horn Island Airport for the 
flight  to Cairns then another to Brisbane. 
Transfer to Toowoomba. Meals: B

CAIRNS TO CAPE:  5 JUNE 2018
CAPE TO CAIRNS: 15 JUNE 2018

Cape York, QLD

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 9 Lunch x 7 Dinner x 9Flights x 3 9 Nights

From:

Lake 
Argyle Cairns 1

Cape Tribulation 1

Cooktown 1

Coen 1

Weipa1

Moreton1

Loyalty Beach
Cape York

2

Kuranda

Archer River

Bloomfield Falls

1
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Second departure “Cape to Cairns” 
follows reverse itinerary.



10 Nights

Katherine, NT 11 DAYS

Day 1: Tuesday 26 June - Cairns 
Fly from Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport to Cairns and board 
our 4x4 Coach. Arrive in the heart of Cairns and enjoy lunch 
and time to look around, before a city sights tour of the Marina, 
Casino, the Esplanade and the Botanic Gardens. Visit St Monica’s 
Cathedral with breathtaking Stained Glass Windows. After dinner 
stroll into town and explore the Cairns Night Markets. Meals: D
Day 2: Wed 27 June - Savannahlander & Undara Lava Tubes 
Board the legendary Savannahlander Train to Mareeba. Pass 
Stoney Creek Falls and ascend the Kuranda Range to Barron Falls. 
Pause for a photo opportunity before a short leg to Kuranda and 
Mareeba. Leave the Atherton Ranges behind passing through 
Atherton, Ravenshoe and Mt Garnet to The Undara Experience; 
ancient underground lava tubes standing as silent sentinels of 
our pre-history. Take a guided tour of the former lava tube. Sleep 
tonight in your comfortable sleeper carriage. Meals: BLD
Optional afternoon Big Sky sunset tour
Day 3: Thur 28 June - Undara – Cobbold Station
Travel to Georgetown where the bitumen runs out revealing a 
dusty outback track to Cobbold Gorge Village. Immerse yourself 
in natural wonder in this majestic, narrow gorge with towering 
30-metre sheer walls. A three hour exploratory tour reveals the 
history and geology of the gorge as well as the grave of pioneer 
John Corbett. Experience a boat cruise in the gorge. Meals: BLD

Day 4: Fri 29 June - Karumba
Head to Croydon for lunch before continuing to the Gulf towns 
of Normanton and Karumba. This afternoon, join Ferryman 
River Cruises at Karumba for a commentated cruise, over one of 
Australia’s best sunsets. Relax with a cold beverage, prawns and 
fruit while you spot crocodiles and birdlife. Meals: BLD 
Day 5: Sat 30 June - Gulflander Train
Board another famous train, the Gulflander Rail Motor. This 
legend of the Outback, also known as the ‘Tin Hare’, offers one 
of the great rail journeys of Australia. Affectionately said to go 
from ‘nowhere to nowhere’, the heritage listed Normanton to 
Croydon line was never connected to the state rail network and 
remains the only line in Queensland still measured in miles. This 
morning enjoy a Billy Tea and Damper Tour to Critters Camp 
at the picturesque 11-mile waterholes enroute. Enjoy lunch at 
the Purple Pub. Your guess why they name it that is as good as 
anyone’s! Enjoy the afternoon in Karumba at your leisure, relax at 
the motel or explore this seaside town. Meals: BLD 
Day 6: Sun 1 July - Adels Grove 
Travel to Leichardt Falls, then trek onwards to the town of 
Gregory Downs (home to 40 residents) for a BBQ lunch. Explore 
Adels Grove, a beautiful and colourful, large, shady rock pool 
and camping area next to Lawn Hill Creek. This glorious location 
is a photographer and nature lover’s dream. Meals: BLD 

SAVANNAHLANDER AND GULF COUNTRY
Experience Australia’s ultimate adventure drive on an 11 day trek from Cairns in the East, across 
the top of Australia to Darwin. This is one for the truly adventurous at heart; an awe-inspiring 

journey through some of Australia’s most magnificent and unspoiled wilderness.

SAVANNAHLANDER AND GULF COUNTRY

Road to Cobbold Gorge, QLD Mataranka, NT

Cobbold Gorge, QLD

Katherine, NT

Day 7: Monday 2 July - Fossil Fields 
Head south from Adels Grove to the 
Riversleigh Fossil Fields, the richest 
mammal fossil site in the world. Learn 
the history of the local area and how 
fossils have formed over 25 million years. 
Turtles, fish, snails, crocodiles, lizards, 
pythons and more have been recovered 
from the site. Enjoy morning tea by the 
beautiful Gregory River. After lunch, visit 
Boodjamulla (Lawn Hill) National Park; 
another beautiful river carved gorge. This 
afternoon, cruise the spectacular Lawn Hill 
Gorge in a state of the art solar powered 
pontoon boat. As it gently and silently 
winds through the Gorge you’ll be treated 
to breathtaking scenery. Meals: BLD 
Day 8: Tue 3 July - Cape Crawford
Today the road gets a little rougher, 
but nothing that the suspension on the 
trusty 4x4 coach can’t handle! Pass by 
Doomadgee, Queensland’s westernmost 
aboriginal community and Hells Gate 
Roadhouse as you cross the Northern 
Territory Border. Travel through large tracts 
of aboriginal lands and cattle stations 
to Borroloola on the McArthur River, a 
famed barramundi fishing spot. Cut-off 
by road for months during the wet season, 

the town is still home to over 500 people. 
Onwards then to Cape Crawford. Meals: BD 
Day 9: Wednesday 4 July - Mataranka 
Today, pass through the small community 
of Daly Waters, home of the famous Daly 
Waters Pub. Indigenous people believe 
that the Dreaming Tracks of the Emu and 
the Sun travel through here on the way 
into the southern NT. Reach Mataranka 
this afternoon for a dip in the palm shaded 
thermal pools that Mataranka is famous 
for. This is also where Jeannie Gunn wrote 
the autobiographical account ‘We of the 
Never Never’ in 1902 which was then 
filmed in the area of Mataranka in the 
early 1980’s. Meals: BLD
Day 10: Thu 5 July – Katherine - Darwin 
A trip to the Northern Territory is not 
complete without visiting the spectacular 
“Nitmiluk (Katherine) Gorge”. The National 
Park features some of the most stunning 
gorge scenery in the entire Northern 
Territory, with raging waterfalls, a myriad 
of wildlife and breathtaking views of 
the Jawoyn country. This morning on 
the Nit Nit Dreaming cruise, discover 
the cultural significance that the gorges 
hold to the traditional custodians of the 
land; the Jawoyn people. Enjoy a journey 

of discovery through the magnificent 
Nitmiluk Gorge before a delicious buffet 
style lunch. Then, begin the journey to 
‘Top End’ and the tropical city of Darwin. 
On the way, pass through the old gold 
mining town of Pine Creek before a brief 
visit to Adelaide River and eventually 
Darwin. Meals: BLD
Day 11: Friday 6 July - Toowoomba 
After breakfast, depart from Darwin 
Airport for Townsville and a connecting 
flight to Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport. 
Meals: BL

Twin Share or Double $4,795
+$760Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 10 Lunch x 10 Dinner x 10Flights x 3

26 JUNE 2018

From:

Lake 
Argyle Cairns 1Mareeba

Lawn Hill

Katherine

Daly Waters

Doomadgee Normanton

Undara 
Lava Tubes

1

2
Cobbold Gorge 1

Cape Crawford
1

Darwin

Adels Grove

1

Mataranka
1

2

HIGHLIGHTS
Cairns city-sights tour 

Savannahlander Train from Cairns to Mareeba
Guided tour of Undara Lave Tubes 

Optional guided Big Sky Sunset tour at Undara 
Cruise and tour at Cobbold Gorge 

Visit Normanton and Karumba 
Sunset and Croc spotting cruise at Karumba  

Gulflander Billy Tea and Damper trip 
Leichhardt Falls and Gregory Downs 

Explore Adels Grove 
Lawn Hill Gorge Cruise

Guided tour to Riversleigh Fossil Fields 
Mataranka Thermal Springs 

Katherine Gorge Cruise 
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Stay a while longer in the Northern Territory 
and explore the “Top End Highlights” on the 
connecting tour on page p28.



TOP END HIGHLIGHTS
If there is a place that is synonymous with unique rugged landscapes and stunning natural beauty, it is 
surely Kakadu National Park. This remote region is a place of contrasts, with jagged rocky peaks towering 
over gorges hiding pockets of monsoon rainforest. Unexpected bodies of water are dotted with brilliant 
lotus flowers where saltwater crocodiles lurk below. Waterfalls cascade into pools fringed with paperbarks 
and cycads and the ancient land preserves ancient Aboriginal dreamtime stories in century old rock art.

TOP END HIGHLIGHTS

Day 1: Sunday 8 July - Toowoomba - Darwin 
Fly from Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport to Townsville, 
then on to Darwin. Enjoy a late afternoon orientation tour 
of Darwin, Northern Territory’s captial city. Meals: LD 

Day 2: Monday 9 July - Darwin Sightseeing
Enjoy sightseeing Darwin including, the esplanade, Stokes 
Hill Wharf, an historic WWII oil storage tunnel and beautiful 
Government House. See the remains of the Darwin Town 
Hall and Christ Church Cathedral, both destroyed by 
Cyclone Tracey in 1974. Drive past Cullen Bay Marina, 
Darwin Casino and Fannie Bay Gaol on the way to East 
Point Reserve for great views of the Harbour. Visit the 
Darwin Aviation Museum to hear interesting stories about 
aviation history and the wartime experience. Darwin was 
bombed more than Pearl Harbour during WWII and here 
you’ll see 19 aircraft as well as rare amateur footage of the 
first air-raid in Darwin. Then see the popular Cyclone Tracey 
Exhibition at the Museum of the Northern Territory. Stop in 
the beautiful Darwin Botanic Gardens before boarding the 
Spirit of Darwin for a fantastic Sunset Dinner Cruise. 
Meals: BD
 
Day 3: Tue 10 July - Territory Wildlife Park & Litchfield NP 
Depart Darwin and travel to Berry Springs Territory Wildlife 
Park. Explore the park’s Wetlands, Monsoon Vine Forest 
and Woodlands. One of the most popular attractions is 
the Flight Deck which showcases free-flying birds. After 
lunch, take the drive into Litchfield National Park to Wangi 
Falls one of Litchfield’s most popular sights. Then see the 
panoramic views near Florence Falls; a spectacular double 
waterfall set amidst the monsoon forest. In the afternoon, 
see the impressive Magnetic Termite Mounds, which are up 
to 4m high and are perfectly aligned north-south. Meals: BD

Day 4: Wednesday 11 July - Kakadu National Park 
Turn off the Stuart Highway this morning at Humpty Doo. 
The “Window on the Wetlands” Visitor Centre will be the 
first stop, so that the group can enjoy 270 degree views of 
stunning wetland. Next, the Adelaide River Queen will take 
you for a cruise through the murky waters of the Adelaide 
River. Keep your arms in the boat as the water contains the 

most dangerous reptile in Northern Australia, the huge 
saltwater crocodiles! These particular crocs are famous for 
impressively “jumping” out of the water. After witnessing 
this amazing reptile experience, the tour arrives in Kakadu 
National Park. This huge park covers more than 19,000 
square kilometres, contains more than 1,000 plant species 
and over a quarter of all Australian freshwater fish and bird 
species. Explore the park over the South Alligator River and 
on to Jabiru. Meals: BLD     Optional scenic flights over Kakadu

Day 5: Thursday 12 July - Kakadu National Park
Kakadu’s rock art is world class and provides a fascinating 
record of Aboriginal life over thousands of years. Many 
paintings are up to 20,000 years old, making this the 
longest historical record of any group of people in the 
world. Witness the historic wonders at Ubirr and Nourlangie 
which includes paintings of animals as well as depictions 
of early contact with European people. In the afternoon, 
take a sunset cruise on Yellow Waters Billabong; a ‘must do 
experience’ when visiting Kakadu. Spot iconic birdlife in 
the wetlands including whistling ducks and magpie geese, 
eagles and distinctive jabiru and brolgas.You may also spot 
some crocs and even buffalo. Meals: BLD

Day 6:Friday 13 July - Katherine Gorge
After breakfast, travel to the old gold mine town of Pine 
Creek before the journey to Katherine and Edith Falls. A few 
hours at these picturesque falls provides the opportunity 
for a swim or a bushwalk on the scenic Leliyn Trail. After a 
wander or a dip, visit Nitmiluk National Park and Katherine 
Gorge. On the Nit Nit Dreaming cruise,  discover the cultural 
significance of this region to the traditional landowners; 
the Jawoyn people. Stay the night in Katherine. Meals: BLD

Day 7: Saturday 14 July - Toowoomba
Head north to Darwin, stopping at Adelaide River for some 
last scenic sights before arriving at Darwin Airport. Fly to 
Brisbane where a Stonestreets coach and driver will collect 
and transfer the group back to Toowoomba. Meals: BL 

Twin Share or Double $3,495
+$535Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Kakadu National Park, NT

8 JULY 2018
7 DAYS

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 6 Lunch x 5 Dinner x 6Flights x 3

From:

Darwin2

1

2
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Territory 
Wildlife 
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Stay longer and compare Kakadu with Australia’s 
other great northern wilderness, “The Classic 
Kimberley”, on the connecting tour on p30.



The Bungle Bungle, WA

CLASSIC KIMBERLEY
The Kimberley: Australia’s precious and unspoiled natural wonder and one of the last wild places 
on earth. Three times larger than England, this remote and rugged region is bountiful with unique 
wildlife, stunning river canyons, freshwater swimming holes, isolated outback stations and is the 
destination of the journey of a lifetime. Tackle this beautiful but deceptively unforgiving landscape in 

comfort on this luxury 4x4 adventure tour.

15 DAYS

Day 1: Sunday 15 July - Katherine 
Depart Brisbane on a direct flight to Darwin to meet our 
coach, crew and fellow adventurers. Set off on the Stuart 
Highway to Katherine for the first night. Meals: LD 
Day 2: Monday 16 July - Kununurra
Leave civilisation behind and enter the vast Cattle Country 
,setting a course for Gregory National Park on the Victoria 
River. Here, giant barramundi and saltwater crocodiles are 
dwarfed only by the stunning rock escarpments. See the 
trees the Kimberley is famous for; the mighty Boab, then 
cross the impressive Ord River Dam and descend down 
to river level for an incredible 55km scenic river cruise to 
Kununurra. Marvel at the spectacular scenery and wildlife, 
before afternoon tea at a riverside camp. Bask in a colourful 
Kimberley sunset, before docking in Kununurra. Meals: BLD
Day 3: Tuesday 17 July - Kununurra Sights 
Tour Kununurra and the Ord River irrigation area to learn 
about the town and the many crops grown in the region. 
Visit Zebra Rock Gallery, home to a stone that is unique to 
the Kimberley. See Ivanhoe Crossing which was the only 

way across the river before the dam was built. Tour ‘the 
Hoochery’ and discover the secrets of rum distilling using 
locally grown ingredients. Next, stop at Mirima National 
Park with steep, broken walls of colourful layered rock that 
come alive in the changing light. Lastly, visit Kelly’s Knob for 
sunset views over Lake Kununurra. Meals: BD
Optional 2 hour scenic flight over the Bungle Bungle Ranges
Day 4: Wed 18 July - Argyle Diamond Mine
Leave Kununurra bound for the Argyle Diamond Mine. 
A Luridgii guide will tell the fascinating and beautiful 
story of the Jaliwang Dreaming before you enter the high 
security zone and witness the open cut mine, underground 
operations, mine tailings and processing plant at work. The 
diamond gallery holds over $2 million of precious stones 
and jewellery and you can admire the beauty of the unique 
pink diamond found here. Browse, or do some diamond 
shopping  before departing for the Bungle Bungles. Meals: BLD
Day 5: Thur 17 July - Bungle Bungles 
Spend a day in Purnululu National Park and the famous 
Bungle Bungle Range. Enter Mabel Downs Station, home 

CLASSIC KIMBERLEY

Geike Gorge,  WA

Mitchell Falls, WA

Twin Share or Double $7,450
+$1,135Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

to the mighty Brahman. Discover 
Cathedral Gorge; an amphitheatre of  
astonishing river hewn red rock; with 
incredible acoustics and site of musical 
performances. Wander the Bungle 
Bungle bee hives and Echidna Chasm 
where hundreds of rare Livistonia 
Palms cling to the cliffs. Meals: BLD 
Day 6: Fri 20 July - Fitzroy Crossing 
Hit Halls Creek, an area known for a 
brief Gold Rush in 1885. Charlie Hall 
found a huge 28-ounce nugget and the 
site was named after him. Explore the 
remains of the old township then see 
China Wall’s 6m quartz vein. Tonight’s 
hotel is on the Fitzroy River. Meals: BLD 
Day 7: Sat 21 July - Broome 
Enjoy an unforgettable cruise on the 
Fitzroy River along the famed Geikie 
Gorge with striking, white limestone walls 
and an abundance of wildlife. Travel to the 
west coast to Cable Beach, to watch the 
sunset over the Indian Ocean. Meals: BLD
Optional camel ride on Cable Beach 

Day 8: Sun 22 July - Broome
Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Broome. See 
Chinatown, old Sun Theatre, Roebuck 
Bay, Streeters Jetty, the Broome 
Courthouse and a famous church with 
Mother of Pearl altar.  Snap a photo 
of contrasting red cliffs and the white 
sandy beach before an afternoon free 
for exploring at your leisure. Meals: BD
Day 9: Mon 23 July - Bells Gorge
See the world’s longest cattle trough 
and famous Boab Prison Tree. Then pass 
Derby to tackle the Gibb River Road. See 
a jetty with 11.8m tides. At Windjana 
Gorge take a bush walk, keeping an 
eye out for freshwater crocs and corella 
flocks. Arrive at Bells Gorge to set up 
bushcamp for the night. Meals: BLD
Day 10: Tue 24 July - Drysdale Station
Walk into Bells Gorge, one of the most 
popular gorges in the Kimberley. 
See waterfalls cascading into a deep 
pool perfect for swimming. Travel to 
Galvan Gorge and Mt Barnett Gorge,  

surrounded by pillared sandstone cliffs 
and paperbark trees. Stay a night on 
Drysdale River Station. Meals: BLD
Day 11:  Wed 25 July - Mitchell Plateau 
Visit King Edward River and a Bradshaw 
Rock Art site, then enjoy lunch on the 
river. Witness the landscape change 
from scrub to lush and green on the 
Mitchell Plateau. Meals: BLD 
Day 12: Thur 26 July - Mitchell Falls 
Punamii-unpuu; (Mitchell falls) holds
spiritual significance for the Wunambal 
people and offers stunning photos. 
The walk is a little taxing but the view is 
worth every step without doubt. Enjoy 
an included scenic Helicopter flight 
before a free afternoon. Meals: BLD
Day 13: Fri 27 July - Home Valley Station
Visit Ellenbrae Station, then arrive at 
Home Valley Station for a relaxing 
night in private guesthouse rooms with 
quality king-sized beds. Meals: BLD
Day 14: Sat 28 July - Kununurra
Enjoy a guided tour of the Station 
then travel to untamed El Questro 
for a Chamberlain Gorge cruise with 
sparkling wine. Meals: BLD 
Day 15: Sun 29 July -Toowoomba
Fly Kununurra - Broome - Brisbane and 
transfer to Toowoomba. Meals: BL

15 JULY 2018

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 14 Lunch x 12 Dinner x 14Flights x 3 11 Nights3 Nights
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Stay on and “Tackle the Tanami” on the connecting tour on page p34.



15 JULY 2018TOP END ADVENTURE

KIMBERLEY ADVENTURE
Explore the beauty and majesty of the Kimberley, Australia’s most grand wilderness region with 
dramatic landscapes, rugged ranges and awe-inspiring gorges teeming with crocodiles, birds and 
other rare and unique species. Experience outback life on real outback stations and discover the 
dreamtime stories and ancient culture of this region’s first inhabitants. Making the journey into 
the unforgiving Kimberley is an adventure of a lifetime - let Stonestreets make this dream a reality.

8 DAYS

Twin Share or Double $4,350
+$620Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

colourful layered rock gorge before 
gazing out from Kelly’s Knob over Lake 
Kununurra at sunset. Meals:  BD 
Optional 2 hour scenic Bungle Bungle Flight.
Day 4: Wed 18 July - Diamond Mine
Depart Kununurra for the Argyle 
Diamond Mine. Hear the beautiful story 
of the Jaliwang Dreaming from a local 
guide. Enter the high security zone to 
see the open cut mine, mine tailings, 
and processing plant before visiting 
a diamond gallery with $2million of 
Diamonds on display including the 
coveted pink diamond. Meals: BLD 
Day 5: Thu 19 July - Bungle Bungles 
Start the day in Purnululu National Park 
then travel into Mabel Downs Station; 
home of the Brahman Cattle. Discover 
Cathedral Gorge; an amphitheatre 

of red rock, once used for concerts. 
Walk amongst the Bungle Bungle ‘bee 
hives’ to Echidna Chasm lined with rare 
Livistonia Palms. Meals:  BLD 
Day 6: Fri 20 July - Fitzroy Crossing 
Halls Creek is named after Charlie Hall 
who in 1885 found a huge 28oz gold 
nugget there. Explore the former gold 
rush township and see China Wall with 
a 6m quartz vein! Home for night 5 is 
on the Fitzroy River. Meals: BLD 
Day 7: Sat 21 July - Broome 
Cruise the calm Fitzroy River through 
the river-carved white limestone, Geikie 
Gorge. Arrive in Broome and watch 
sunset from Cable Beach. Meals:  BLD
Optional camel ride on Cable Beach
Day 8: Sun 22 July - Toowoomba 
Tour Broome. Fly to Brisbane. Meals: BL 

Day 1: Sunday 15 July - Katherine 
Fly Brisbane to Darwin. Travel to 
Adelaide River and Katherine. Meals: LD
Day 2: Monday 16 July - Kununurra
Head West through cattle country into 
“Judbarra” (Gregory National Park); 
full of dramatic escarpments, boab 
trees and incredible gorges teeming 
with barramundi and crocodiles. 
Pause at the vast Victoria River before 
reaching Lake Argyle Tourist Village 
and crossing the impressive Ord River 
Dam. Take a breathtaking 55km cruise 
back to Kununurra and enjoy your first 
Kimberley sunset. Meals:  BLD
Day 3: Tuesday 17 July - Kununurra 
Tour Kununurra and Ord River 
Irrigation area revealing the history 
and local produce of the region. Visit 
Zebra Rock Gallery to see a stone 
unique to the East Kimberley region. 
See the Ivanhoe crossing, once the 
only way across the river. Tour the  
local “Hoochery”, a rum distillery. 
Admire Mirima National Park’s steep, 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 6 Dinner x 7Flights x 2 7 Nights

From:

22 JULY 2018GIBB RIVER ROAD RAMBLER

GIBB RIVER ROAD RAMBLER
Once a cattle droving route from Derby to Kununurra, the famous Gibb River Road stretches nearly 
700km from the sea into the heart of the Kimberley. This rocky highway reveals some of the most 
scenic places of this wild tract of Australia. Experience river crossings, magnificent geological 
formations, impressive ecosystems, rare and unique plants and wildlife, as well as rich Aboriginal 
culture and history.  Discover this unforgiving wilderness by luxury 4x4 coach, purposely built to 
handle the conditions, in comfort and ease.

8 DAYS

Twin Share or Double $3,995
+$475Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

on Drysdale River Station. Meals: BLD 
Day 4: Wed 25 July - Mitchell Plateau 
Travel to the King Edward River to 
discover ancient Bradshaw Rock Art 
and enjoy lunch on the riverbank. Then 
see dry scrub give way to lush palms on 
the Mitchell Plateau. Meals: BLD
Day 5:Thursday 26 July - Mitchell Falls 
The Mitchell Falls are perhaps the most 
photographed site in the Kimberley. 
Known as Punamii-unpuu, this place  
holds cultural and spiritual significance 
for the Wunambal people. Take a walk 
to the falls, seeing Mertens Falls, more 
rock paintings and Mertens Gorge. 
The descent to Mitchel Falls is a little 
taxing but every step will be worth it 
when you behold the stunning views. 
We feel you earned something special 

for making the trek to the bottom of 
the gorge, so we’ve included a scenic 
helicopter flight from the bottom, back 
to the top. Meals: BLD
Day 6: Fri 27 July - Home Valley Station
Explore Ellenbrae Station, then arrive  
and enjoy a touch of luxury at Home 
Valley Station’s private guesthouses 
with quality kingsized beds. Meals: BLD
Day 7: Sat 28 July - Kununurra
After breakfast, tour Home Valley 
Station and learn about the history and 
life, surrounded by this awe-inspiring 
landscape. Later visit El Questro 
Wilderness Park and Chamberlain 
Gorge for a gorge cruise. Meals: BLD 
Day 8: Sun 29 July - Toowoomba
Fly Kununurra to Broome then Brisbane 
and transfer to Toowoomba. Meals: BL

Day 1: Sunday 22 July - Broome
Fly from Brisbane Airport to Broome 
for a sightseeing tour of the town. 
Visit Gantheaume Point for a great 
photo of Cable Beach’s red cliffs and 
white sandy beach. Watch the sunset 
over the Indian Ocean. Meals: BD
Day 2: Monday 23 July - Bells Gorge
Travel to Derby to see the world’s 
longest cattle trough and famous Boab 
Prison Tree. Visit Derby Jetty, site of 
Australia’s highest tides(11.8m). Head 
to Windjana Gorge for a spectacular 
scenic bush walk. Discover a unique 
reef gorge system home to fresh water 
crocodiles. Later, head to Bells Gorge 
for a night’s bush camp. Meals: BLD
Day 3: Tue 24 July - Drysdale Station
Wander Bells Gorge, one of the most 
popular gorges with a cascading 
waterfall into a deep pool perfect for 
swimming.  Visit Galvan’s Gorge and 
Mt Barnett Gorge, surrounded by 
pillared sandstone cliffs and Pandanus 
Palms and Paperbark Trees. Stay a night 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 7 Dinner x 7Flights x 3 4 Nights3 Nights
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Stay on and “Tackle the Tanami” on the connecting tour on page p34.



TACKLE THE TANAMI

HIGHLIGHTS

The great rocky Tanami Desert remained an unexplored frontier well into the twentieth century. Today adventurers 
traverse it by the Tanami Track; an exceptionally isolated route which follows a cattle droving route from the 
MacDonnell Ranges. Plans are under way to pave the dusty old track, but for this adventure we’ll need the 4x4 
coach, extra supplies and prior preparation. Despite stretches of over 500km between fuel stops and inhospitable 
environments, the Tanami will get you to some of Australia’s most incredible sights. The Bungle Bungles, Ord River, 
Kununurra, Wolfe Creek Meteorite Crater, the MacDonnell Ranges and dozens of gorges and native reserves.

The Tanami Desert, WA

8 DAYS

Ord River Day Tour With Riverside Lunch 
Scenic Duncan Road From Kununurra To Halls Creek

Tanami Road – Halls Creek To Alice Springs 
Wolfe Creek Meteorite Crater
Alice Springs Sightseeing Tour 

Eastern MacDonnell Ranges 
Emily & Jesse Gaps 

Trephina Gorge & N’dhala Gorge
Arltunga Historical Reserve 

Optional 2 Hour Bungle Bungle Scenic Flight
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29 JULY 2018

Day 1: Sunday 29 July - Kununurra 
Board a flight to Broome, then another 
short flight to Kununurra. Sightsee around 
the Ord River Irrigation and the town 
centre before enjoying your first stunning 
Kimberley sunset, from Kelly’s Knob 
overlooking the town, Lake Kununurra and 
the surrounding mountains. Meals: BD
Day 2: Monday 30 July - Ord River
Tour the Ord River and enjoy a riverside 
buffet lunch whilst cruising the spectacular 
waterway which teems with wildlife 
and unique flora. You may even spot a 
crocodile! Later, cruise to the Ord Top Dam; 
an incredible sight. The coach will cross the 
dam to a scenic lookout. Explore the stories 
of early settling families at the historic 
Durack Homestead Museum. Meals: BLD 
Optional Bungle Bungle Flight
Day 3: Tuesday 31 July - Halls Creek 
Ditch the bitumen today and take the Great 
North Highway into the Northern Territory 
and the beautiful and hilly country below 
Lake Argyle. This road is said to be one of 

the most scenic in the Kimberley Region 
with several rivers and creeks to cross as you 
skirt the NT/WA border through Purnululu 
National Park to Halls Creek. Meals: BLD
Day 4: Wed 1 August - Wolfe Creek Crater
The Tanami Road awaits after departing Halls 
Creek for the 1000km trek to Alice Springs. 
Along the way see Wolfe Creek Crater; the 
second largest meteorite crater in the world 
at 880 meters across and nearly 300,000 
years old. The meteorite weighed more than 
50,000t travelling at 15km/second. Enjoy a 
picnic lunch and hit the road. Tonight will be 
a great experience; you’ll “bush camp” for the 
night. Don’t worry, your crew will prepare a 
delicious hot meal to enjoy under a sky full 
of stars. There will be a portable toilet and 
fresh water to freshen up with. Meals: BLD
Day 5: Thur 2 August - Tilmouth Well 
After a freshly cooked breakfast, take to 
the Tanami again passing through miles 
of flat inhospitable saltbush desert. Late 
afternoon, arrive at the outback oasis, 
Tilmouth Well on Napperby Station, a 

refreshing reminder of civilisation. Enjoy 
dinner in Clayton’s Restaurant before a 
good night’s sleep in your cabin. Meals: BLD   
Day 6: Friday 3 July - Ross River 
This morning, arrive in ‘The Alice’ for a 
sightseeing tour including Anzac Hill 
lookout, Todd River, past Lasseters Casino 
and Todd Mall. Later, head for the Eastern 
MacDonnell Ranges, to see Emily Gap and 
Jessie Gap; an ancient Aboriginal sacred 
site with ochre paintings. Later head to the 
Ross River Resort. Meals: BLD
Day 7: Sat 4 August - E. MacDonnell Ranges 
Explore the “East Macs” beginning with 
a visit to the shady N’Dhala Gorge and its 
6,000 individual petroglyphs (prehistoric 
carvings). From here, explore Trephina 
Gorge noted for its sheer quartzite cliffs and 
River Red Gum lined watercourses. On the 
return trip to Ross River learn local stories 
of the gold rush era. Meals: BLD 
Day 8: Sunday 5 August - Toowoomba 
Return to Alice for a brief visit to Todd Mall 
then Brisbane flight and Toowoomba transfer.

The Bungle Bungles, WA

Twin Share or Double $4,495
+$480Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

What our past travellers had to say:  
In spite of  the rough and dusty roads, the coach was tremendously 
comfortable and our guide was very knowledgeable and friendly. 
The variety on this tour was very good and the whole thing was 
a wonderful experience, even the camping was excellent! 10 out 

of  10, a truly amazing part of  Australia! 
- Julie.

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 8 Lunch x 6 Dinner x 7Flights x 3 6 Nights1 Night

From:
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Add Uluru, the MacDonnell Ranges and the Red 
Centre to your journey with the connecting tour 
“The Centralian” on p36.



Simpson Gap, NT

THE CENTRALIAN

THE CENTRALIAN

5 AUGUST 2018

Stunning central Australian landscapes, remote communities, and a unique 
pioneering history, combine with century old dreamtime stories to tell a 
diverse and exhilarating tale. Explore Mparntwe, commonly known as Alice 
Springs, framed by the MacDonnell Ranges. Visit nationally iconic Uluru, 
which the traditional custodians, the Anangu, believe was created by their 
ancestors at the beginning of time. Come and experience the majesty and 
cultural significance of Central Australia on an outback trek of a lifetime. 

Day 1: Sunday 5 August - Alice Springs 
Fly from Brisbane Airport to Alice Springs. 
Discover the stories and history of Alice 
Springs with insightful visits to the 
Telegraph Station, Heritage Museum and 
Alice Springs School of the Air which has 
been bridging education gaps for children 
in remote communities across 1.3 million 
square kilometres since 1951. Meals: D 
Day 2: Monday 6 August - Alice Springs 
Tour “The Alice” including Anzac Hill, Todd 
River, town centre, Lasseter’s Casino and 
Heavitree Gap separating the East and West 
MacDonnell Ranges. Enjoy an inspiring 
display of Australian desert flora and fauna 
at Alice Springs Desert Park. Then, explore 
the representation of Australia’s road 
transport, from camel trains to road trains 
with a unique collection of workhorses from 
yesteryear at the National Transport Hall of 
Fame’s. Meals: BLD
Optional Red Centre dawn balloon flight. 
Day 3: Tue 7 August - MacDonnell Ranges 
Explore the stunning West MacDonnell 
Ranges’ countless gaps, waterholes and 
creek carved gorges. Enjoy the dramatic 
Standley Chasm, Aboriginal Ochre Pits 
and Ortmiston Gorge. Travel to Glen Helen 
Resort for a leisurely walk to steep sandstone 
gorges on the Finke River. Meals: BLD
Optional helicopter flight over MacDonnell Ranges
Day 4: Wed 8 August - Hermannsburg
Gaze at the 1380m high Mt Sonder from 
the lookout before the scenic drive to the 
Aboriginal settlement of Hermannsburg, 
home of the famous Aboriginal landscape 
watercolour artist Albert Namatjira. Wander 
the Hermannsburg Historic Precinct with 

striking German inspired whitewashed 
buildings, constructed by an early mission. 
Later visit Palm Valley, a maze of sandstone 
amphitheatres, pinnacles and gorges and 
the Red Cabbage Palm which is only found 
in this gorge. Enjoy a picnic lunch and a 
Palm Valley walk into the heart of the palm 
groves. This afternoon, arrive for a stay at 
Kings Creek Station. Meals: BLD
Optional sunset camel ride
Day 5: Thur 9 August - Kings Canyon & Uluru
Enter scenic Watarrka (Kings Canyon) 
National Park. If you feel up to it, take the 
3 hour Rim Walk, or the easier Kings Creek 
Walk. For those not interested in the walks, 
relax at the Canyon picnic area or spend 
more time on Kings Creek Station. The 
Lasseter Highway leads to Curtain Spring 
and Yulara for a beverage and stunning 
sunset viewing of Uluru. Meals: BLD
Day 6: Friday 10 August - Ayers Rock 
Visit Uluru Kata Tjuta Cultural Centre 
to learn about Uluru and its traditional 
owners. Then, drive around the base of 
Ayers Rock, where a guide will provide 
interesting insights and stories. Take a 
short guided walk to Mutitjulu Waterhole 
and see Aboriginal rock paintings. Meals: BD
Optional Sunrise Uluru Viewing; Motorcycle tour; 
camel ride; sky diving; Uluru base walk
Day 7: Saturday 11 August - The Olgas
Explore Kata Tjuta National Park and its 
amazing domes and The Valley of the 
Winds. Stop to view Mount Conner before 
arriving in Erldunda. Meals: BLD
Day 8: Sunday 12 August - Toowoomba 
Return to Alice Springs to fly to Brisbane 
and coach ride to Toowoomba. Meals:B

Twin Share or Double $3,995
+$655Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

8 DAYS

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 5 Dinner x 7Flights x 2 7 Nights

From:Alice Springs
2
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Keep exploring  “The Plenty and Corner Country” on the joining tour on p38.



THE PLENTY AND CORNER COUNTRY

Day 1: Sunday 12 August - Alice Springs 
Fly from Brisbane to Alice Springs where on arrival, 
you’ll travel to Todd Mall for lunch. Tour the Alice 
Springs Telegraph Station and heritage museum to 
learn the history of “The Alice”. Learn about another 
vital use of radio at the School of the Air which has 
been bridging education gaps to children in remote 
communities since 1951. Call in at the famous Royal 
Flying Doctor Base complete with replica fuselage 
of the current aircraft. Finish the day with beautiful 
views over Alice Springs and Central Australia from 
Anzac Hill. Meals: D
Day 2: Monday 13 August – Tobermorey Station 
Today, take to the road known for having “plenty 
of bulldust, corrugations, ruts and dirt”; “The Plenty 
Highway”, but don’t worry, our 4x4 coach will make 
smooth sailing out of it! First, visit Gemtree Station, 
shop and gallery, stocked with local gemstones. Then 
travel to Jervois Station, a working cattle station for 
lunch. This afternoon, arrive at Tobermorey Station 
for an overnight stay. Meals: BLD

Day 3: Tuesday 14 August - Boulia 
Stop at the NT/QLD border and see how you size up 
against giant termite mounds. After lunch visit the 
Min Min Encounter where you will meet eccentric 
true blue Aussie characters who will enthrall you 
with stories of the mysterious Min Min Lights. These 
unexplained glowing balls of light have appeared to 
travellers for decades with the first recorded sighting 
at a lonely Cobb and Co staging site in the Boulia 
Shire. Meals: BLD
Day 4: Wednesday 15 August - Birdsville 
Today explore the administrative ‘Captial’ of the 
Diamantina Shire, the town of Bedourie. Visit the 
Historic Mud Hut. For a real outback experience, take 
a refreshing dip in the Artesian Spa, one of Bedourie’s 
best attractions. After lunch, stop to see extremely 
rare and slow growing Waddi trees that only grow in 
this and 2 other areas in Australia. Their timber is so 
hard that it’s said to be extremely difficult to cut and 
the trees are now protected. Arrive this afternoon in 
Birdsville. Meals: BLD

This is the complete Australian outback adventure, traversing three iconic deserts; The Simpson, The Sturt Stony and the 
Strzelecki Desert on three famous outback tracks; The Birdsville Track, The Oodnadatta Track and The Strzelecki Track. 
Discover “The Alice” by The Plenty Highway, run your own race at Birdsville, scale the Big Red dune, see Lake Eyre South, 

Cruise Cooper Creek and stand at Cameron Corner.
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Milparinka Sturt’s Stony Desert, SA

12 AUGUST 2018

14 DAYS

Day 5: Thursday 16 August - Birdsville 
Visit the Birdsville racetrack and the 
famous Burke and Wills Tree, then travel 
to Munga-Thirri NP to see giant red sand 
dunes. Enjoy lunch at the Birdsville Bakery 
home to Australia’s greatest pies and 
pastries including Kangaroo and Claret 
and the famous Curried Camel Pie! Explore 
the town’s sights including geothermal 
power station and the town’s 98° artesian 
bore at your leisure. Meals: BD 
Day 6: Friday 17 August - Marree 
The iconic Birdsville Track stretches 
517km to Marree, through an extremely 
dry environment which, when the floods 
transform it, is considered good cattle 
country. Cross into SA to Mungerannie 
Gap. Cross Cooper Creek before arriving 
in the town made famous by the Afghan 
Cameleers and the Old Ghan Railway, 
Marree. Meals: BLD
Day 7: Sat 18 August - William Creek 
Tackle the Oodnadatta Track following the 
original Ghan Railway line through the wild 
dog fence; the longest fence in the World. 
Stop at the Lake Eyre South Lookout and 

the Ghan railway siding at Curdimurka. 
Travel through the largest cattle property 
in the world; Anna Creek Station and see 
Mound Springs. Meals: BLD
Optional scenic flights over Lake Eyre
Day 8: Sunday 19 August - Innamincka
Hit the Strzelecki Track to see and learn 
about the Oil and Gas prospecting in this 
region from the viewing Platform near 
Moomba. Meals: BLD
Day 9: Monday 20 August - Innamincka 
Innamincka has a population of 12; but 
small in size, it’s big on hospitality. Enjoy a 
2 hour cruise on shady “creek” surrounded 
by river gums. Visit the Dig Tree; a sad 
reminder of the foolhardiness of the Burke 
and Wills expedition. Meals: BLD 
Day 10: Tuesday 21 August - Tibooburra 
Follow the old Strzelecki Track along 
Cooper Creek, past oil derricks to Merty 

Merty Station. Count 120 desert sand dunes 
to Cameron Corner and Corner Store where 
SA, QLD and NSW meet. Meals: BLD
Day 11: Wed 22 August - Sturt NP
Explore the Sturt NP, travel Gorge Loop, 
the Historic Mount Wood Homestead 
and open air museum dedicated to early 
settlers. Later, see Depot Glen, Poole’s 
Grave and a cairn built by the men of the 
Burke and Wills Expedition. Visit Milparinka 
an historic mining district. Meals: BLD
Day 12: Thur 23 August - Thargomindah 
Visit Noccundra Hotel, home to BOTH of 
the town’s residents! Tour Thargomindah 
with a local. Meals: BLD
Day 13: Friday 24 August - St George 
Tour Eulo and Cunnamulla Meals: BLD
Day 14: Sat 25 August - Toowoomba
Explore St George and Beardmore Dam  
en-route to Toowoomba. Meals: BL

Twin Share or Double $5,975
+$900Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

The Corner Country, QLD

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x13 Lunch x 12 Dinner x 13Flight x 1 13 Nights

From:
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THE COOK ISLANDS

Day 1: Tuesday 4 September - Cook Island
Fly from Brisbane International Airport via Auckland to 
Rarotonga the largest island of the Cook Islands. Arrive very early 
and transfer to the accommodation for some sleep. Breakfast 
is available until 10.30am before a resort orientation at 11am. 
Enjoy some free to explore or relax at leisure before a delicious 
‘Island Nights’ dinner and show. Meals: BD
Day 2: Wednesday 5 September - Island Discovery Tour
Take a Circle Island Discovery Tour providing an excellent 
introduction to the Cook Islands, the country’s history and 
culture. Stop at numerous fascinating historical and ceremonial 
sites and learn their significance to the local people. Return 
to the resort for some free time before a special Plantation 
Homestead dinner to meet and get to know some of the local 
‘Cooks’ family. Wander the plantation garden, find some local 
flora and discover its many uses. Enjoy a delicious dinner with 
Polynesian flare. Meals: BLD
Day 3: Thursday 6 September - Koka Lagoon Cruise
Enjoy an entertaining Koka Lagoon Cruise on Rarotonga’s 
famous Muri Lagoon which embodies exactly what you imagine 
when you think of the Pacific islands. Turquoise water, white 
sand, coconut palms and beautiful sunshine. Board a glass 
bottom boat and see the inner reef, enjoy a dip in the refreshing 
and crystal clear waters, home to abundant colourful tropical 
marine life. A sumptuous “island style” BBQ lunch and afternoon 
entertainment will complete the day.  Meals: BLD
Day 4: Friday 7 September - Highland Paradise
Highland Paradise sits high in the in the rugged mountains of 
Rarotonga. This fascinating “open air museum” showcases an 
historical lost village and the stories of survival of the Polynesian 
people. Discover evidence of early astrology and the barbarism 
of ritual sacrifice. Enjoy the afternoon at leisure followed by an 
authentic cultural feast. Meals: BLD
Day 5: Saturday 8 September - Pununga Nui Markets 
Take in the colourful local Punanga Nui Markets, THE place to 
be on a Saturday morning! Peruse the local island crafts and 
experience the atmosphere of a Saturday morning in Rarotonga. 
After lunch explore the town until dinner at Kikau Hut. Meals: BLD

Day 6: Sunday 9 September - Cook Islands Christian Church
Travel to Titikaveka Cook Islands Christian Church to hear the 
locals raise the roof with their renowned beautiful singing! After 
the service, join the church members for refreshments and some 
interesting conversation. Tonight, enjoy a BBQ buffet dinner at 
the resort. Meals: BLD
Day 7: Mon 10 September - School Visit / Progressive Dinner
Visit a local primary school to meet and mingle with the school 
children who are known for their friendly smiling faces and 
wonderful curiosity. If you wish, feel free to bring educational 
materials such as pens, pencils, erasers and colouring books for 
the children. Experience true Cook Islands cuisine and hospitality 
tonight as locals extend an invitation into their homes for a 
progressive dinner. Hear stories from 4 generations of locals and 
learn the dreams and aspirations of Cook Islanders. Meals: BLD
Day 8: Tuesday 11 September - Depart Rarotonga
Enjoy a day of leisure before transfering late evening for flights 
to Brisbane via Auckland. [In-flight Meals]
Day 9: Wednesday 12 September - Arrive Home
Entry to the Emperor Lounge in Auckland Airport is included 
between flights. Arrive back in Brisbane mid morning. [In-flight Meals]

THE COOK ISLANDS
Porcelain white sands, crystal clear turquoise water, green beachside palms, sheltered ocean lagoons and  
towering jungle covered mountains; the South Pacific Cook Islands offer an overwhelmingly beautiful island 
oasis experience. Fall in love with the beautiful and friendly local Polynesian people as you discover and 
experience their culture, history and way of life. Stay in an island resort and experience why the Cook Islands 

are fondly described as Hawaii from 30 years ago.

Twin Share or Double $4,719
+$949Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

Edgewater Resort6

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 9 Lunch x 8 Dinner x 8Flights x 4 8 Nights

From:

4 SEPTEMBER 2018

The Cook Islands9 DAYS
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The inaugural Floriade bloomed in 1988 with stunning displays 
of exotic bulbs and annuals, which grow beautifully in Canberra’s 
climate. The community embraced the event, making it such 
a success that it became an annual celebration of spring in 
Australia. Since its beginnings, Floriade has been held alongside 
iconic Lake Burley Griffin in Canberra’s Commonwealth Park. 
Each year, more than one million blooms combine to create a 
stunning backdrop to a month-long festival filled with music, 
cultural celebrations, horticultural workshops, artistic displays, 

entertainment and recreational activities.

CANBERRA FLORIADE

Day 1: Sat 22 September - Mittagong
Depart Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport 
for Sydney and on arrival, travel to the 
beautiful Southern Highlands and the 
tulip town of Bowral. Today, stop at the 
perfectly timed Bowral Tulip Festival in 
Corbett Gardens, where the centrepiece 
is the mass of 75,000 tulips and 15,000 
annuals. After some time admiring the 
tulips, visit the International Cricket Hall 
of Fame and the Bradman Museum. Then 
travel to Mittagong for the night. Meals: D

Day 2: Sun 23 September - Southern 
Highlands 
Visit the beautiful Fitzroy Falls in the 
Morton National Park and enjoy a short 
stroll through the forest to Falls Lookout. 
Then, after a short drive, take to the 
treetops on the Illawarra Fly Treetop 
Walk. This 1.5km return walk explores 
the native rainforest from a suspended 
steel walkway nearly 50 meters from the 
forest floor offering stunning panoramic 
views of the rainforest canopy, coastal 
towns and the Pacific Ocean. After lunch, 
depart the Southern Highlands and travel 

to the Tulip Top Gardens just outside 
Canberra. This 10 acre garden showcases 
magnificent tulips and other spring 
flowers in spectacular displays providing a 
magical pathway to a cascading waterfall 
and watercourse. Later this afternoon 
check in to the accommodation then head 
to Commonwealth Park to explore the 
Canberra Floriade NightFest. This amazing 
outdoor lighting display will excite and 
delight as the parklands are illuminated 
by thousands of LED lights and a host of 
roving entertainment. Meals: BLD 

Day 3: Mon 24 September - Floriade 
Today is Floriade! A million bulbs and 
annuals will erupt in a sea of colour in 
Canberra’s most beautiful locations! First, 
take in the wonderful views from the 
top of Mt Ainslie where you’ll see all of 
Canberra including Lake Burley Griffin, 
the War Memorial and Parliament House. 
Later, join an expert guide on a private 
‘Behind the Scenes’ tour of Parliament 
House before a sightseeing tour past 
the Embassies of Canberra. Finally, arrive 
at Commonwealth Park, home of the 

Canberra Floriade, which in it’s inaugural 
year was planned as a one off floral 
tribute to mark Australia’s Bicentenary 
and Canberra’s 75th anniversary. Floriade 
has now become Canberra’s most 
iconic annual tourism event and one 
of Australia’s premier spring festivals. 
Spend the afternoon strolling around the 
beautiful gardens and see why Floriade 
attracts nearly half a million visitors each 
year. Meals: BD

Day 4: Tue 25 September - Canberra 
Enjoy a leisurely start to the day before 
embarking on another exploratory tour 
of the nation’s capital. First, visit Old 
Parliament House and the Museum of 
Australian Democracy. Experience an 
atmosphere steeped in history, revisit 
dramatic events and enjoy the 1920s 
architecture and fine design. After 
lunch, visit the incredibly well presented 
Australian War Memorial. 

“Here is their spirit, in the heart of the land 
they loved; and here we guard the record 

which they themselves made.”

CANBERRA FLORIADE

7 DAYS

Commonwealth Park, Canberra, ACT

Australian War Memorial, Canberra, ACT

22 SEPTEMBER 2018

Twin Share or Double $2,595
+$600Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

The Australian War Memorial combines 
a shrine, a world-class museum and an 
extensive archive. You’ll have plenty 
of time to explore before the moving 
Last Post Ceremony. Tonight after 
dinner head to Telstra Tower on Black 
Mountain where the observation deck 
will offer 360-degree views of the city 
and surrounding ranges. Meals: BLD 

Day 5: Wed 26 September - Cowra
This morning, visit the beautiful miniature 
world and gardens of Cockington Green; 
a delightful and fascinating display of 
meticulously crafted miniature buildings 
on display amongst meticulously  
landscaped gardens. As the tour departs 
Canberra, make a stop at the historic 
town of Yass for lunch. Then travel to 
Cowra and the beautiful Cowra Gardens. 

These Japanese Gardens cover 5 hectares 
and are the largest in the southern 
hemisphere! They were built here 
because of Cowra’s special connection to 
the Japanese. During the Second World 
War, Cowra was the site of a Japanese 
prisoner of war and internment camp. 
In August 1944, more than a thousand 
Japanese prisoners of war escaped the 
prison camp. See the site of the POW 
Camp just outside town, then visit the 
Japanese War Cemetery before arriving 
at the night’s accommodation.
Meals: BLD

Day 6: Thu 27 September - Gunnedah 
Travel the Mid-Western Highway to 
Blayney for morning tea before reaching 
the famous Mount Panorama. Relax in 
the coach as we take a circuit or two of 

this iconic race track before arriving in 
Bathurst for lunch. This afternoon travel 
through the beautiful towns of Sofala 
and Mudgee, then Coolah and Tambar 
Springs to Gunnedah. Meals: BLD 

Day 7: Fri 28 September - Toowoomba
Begin the final day of the tour with 
a journey to Warialda for morning 
tea before crossing the border into 
Queensland. Stop for lunch in Texas to 
see the Rabbit Factory which was crucial 
to the survival of the town in early years. 
Pass through Leyburn before arriving a 
short time later in Toowoomba. 
Meals: BL

Breakfast x 6 Lunch x 5 Dinner x 6Flights x 1 6 Nights

From:
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Extend your adventure with a relaxing and 
scenic cruise on the Murray River aboard 
“The Proud Mary”. Connecting tour p44.



THE PROUD MARY

THE PROUD MARY
Australia’s mighty Murray River is one of the world’s most iconic watercourses, gently flowing more than 2,000km 
through rugged Australian landscapes that teem with native birds and wildlife. This stunning river also boasts it’s 
share of history, with indigenous significance dating back more than 40,000 years, and more recently playing a 
vital role in the development of inland Australia in the colonial era. Experience the Murray’s wetlands, river red 
gum lined banks, lakes, flood plains and scrub and learn the tales of the Murray on this unforgettable 5 night 
indulgence cruise aboard the Proud Mary. From the rails of this relaxing, smooth sailing riverboat, see abundant 
wildlife and watch the changing scenery drift by, while brilliant chefs prepare an all-inclusive menu of modern 
Australian and European cuisine to delight your senses. Take lagoon cruises, guided walks, enjoy a bush barbecue 
with live entertainment and dine with the Captain; just some of the highlights of this Australian river cruise.

Twin Share or Double $3,595
+$1,550Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 5 Dinner x 6Flights x 2

Day 1: Sat 29 September - Adelaide
Fly from Brisbane Airport to Adelaide. 
After checking in to the hotel mid-
afternoon, the remainder of the day is free 
to explore the beautiful city of Adelaide. 
Tonight dine at the Fortuna buffet in the 
Adelaide Casino. Meals: D
Day 2: Sun 30 September – Proud Mary 
Explore Adelaide at your leisure today, then 
late afternoon, transfer to Murray Bridge 
to board the Proud Mary. Tonight you‘ll 
be welcomed aboard by the friendly crew. 
After settling in to your river-view cabin, 
join fellow passengers in the Dining Room 
for a pre-dinner drink before a delicious 
hot supper. As you cruise, Proud Mary’s 
powerful floodlights illuminate the shore 
providing an excellent opportunity to see 
the River’s nocturnal residents including 
night herons, owls and coots. Meals: BD 
Day 3: Mon 1 October – Murray River 
Depart Sunnyside, heading upstream, 
and enjoy your first taste of a chef 
prepared breakfast and the magnificent 
Murray scenery. Mid-morning arrive in 
Mannum for a history tour of the small, yet 
important township which played a big 
role in the development of SA. Lunch will 
be served aboard as you cruise upstream 
to Walker Flat. The bird and wildlife is 
prolific here, with common sightings of 
wallabies, wild ducks and bush turkeys. 
The nearby towering cliffs are superb 
and provide a majestic foreground for 
South Australia’s spectacular sunsets. 
Enjoy “Australiana Night” with traditional 
bush foods including emu, kangaroo, 

damper and fresh water crustaceans, 
seasoned with lemon myrtle, wild bush 
tomatoes and quandongs. Later, join an 
expert ecologist for a Nocturnal Wildlife 
Discovery Tour. You may even see South 
Australia’s fauna emblem; the Southern 
Hairy Nosed Wombat. Meals: BLD 
Day 4: Tue 2 October - Murray River 
Enjoy another hearty breakfast while 
cruising through Wongulla, Nildottie and 
Big Bend; recognisable for its soaring 
ochre cliffs. Arrive at the pioneering 
township of Swan Reach. Disembark 
and visit Murray Aquaculture, one of the 
most ambitious aquaculture projects in 
Australia. Visit one of the world’s largest 
almond plantations before lunch, then 
Proud Mary travels to Blanchetown. Here, 
see Lock and Weir No 1. of 13 locks built 
to facilitate the early riverboat trade since 
the first paddle steamer, the “Mary Ann”, 
was launched in 1853. Moor overnight at 
Portee Landing beneath towering river 
red gums. Meals: BLD 
Day 5: Wed 3 October – Murray River 
Take an ecological walk around Portee 
Station to discover the importance of flood 
plains to the river system. See evidence 
of an ancient Aboriginal tribe; a huge 
canoe tree. Cruise towards Swan Reach, 
passing magnificent lagoons and cliffs 
with commentary about the history of 
the area. Take a small boat cruise through 
the lagoons and inlets to see nesting 
birds and learn about the geology of the 
landscape including many exposed fossils. 
This evening enjoy a traditional Aussie 

BBQ under the stars with entertainment 
around a blazing campfire. Meals: BLD 
Day 6: Thu 4 October - Murray River 
Disembark at Ngaut Ngaut Aboriginal 
conservation site with ancient Aboriginal 
rock art dating back thousands of 
years. Cruise through Bowhill, Teal Flat, 
Younghusband and Pellaring Reach to 
Mannum before the culinary highlight 
of the cruise, the formal silver service 
Captain’s Dinner. Meals: BLD 

Day 7: Fri 5 October - Adelaide 
Depart Mannum for the picturesque 
Reedy Creek Environmental Park and 
waterfalls. Enjoy a delicious smorgasbord 
lunch before a late afternoon arrival at 
Murray Bridge and transfer back to the 
Adelaide hotel. Meals: BL
Day 8: Sat 6 October - Toowoomba 
Enjoy some free time before a flight to 
Brisbane & Toowoomba transfer. Meals: B

Photo Courtesy of Proud Mary
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Includes all airport and hotel transfers, 
and transfers to and from the Proud 
Mary. This is a non-escorted Tour.



Stonestreets can book your choice of cruise with any of these popular cruise 
operators. Speak to our expert Travel Team today by phoning (07) 4687 5555.
PRINCESS | P&O | CARNIVAL | HOLLAND AMERICA | ROYAL CARIBBEAN | CUNARD CRUISE LINES

CRUISE AND COACH TOURS

The new age of  cruising the 
world’s rivers and oceans aboard 
giant floating hotels has created 
a range of  unique and exciting 
travel experiences. The Alaskan 
Inside Passage, Kimberley coastline 
cruising, European river cruises and 
countless other fantastic voyages, 
all providing the opportunity to see 
amazing sights, visit numerous cities 
all without having to unpack and 
repack. 

New vessels now boast a range of  
unique dining experiences, including 
fine dining  and foreign themed 
cuisine cooked by celebrity endorsed 
chefs. Cruise ship entertainment 
has also received a makeover with 
many offering musical and stage 
performances, onboard casino, night 
clubs, bars, movie theaters, spa 
facilities, sports decks and more. 

The kids haven’t been forgotten 
either with many cruises offering 
kids clubs, water slides and activities 
to make sure the whole family enjoy 
their time aboard. Don’t worry if  
you’re hoping for a quiet escape, 
many ships have child free zones, and 
some are completely child free!

With perks like this it’s easy to 
understand why Australia was 
recently named the fastest growing 
cruise market in the world and why 
Stonestreets Travel has incorporated 
cruising options into a number of  
our great tours. Enjoy luxury at sea 
then explore the shore and further 
inland with a Stonestreets escorted 
tour! 

We are also a fully licensed travel 
agent with access to all of  the latest 
and best cruise deals on offer! So if  
cruising is calling, see or call us to 
help you book the ultimate cruise 
getaway!

Take a journey on the newest and most unique travel experience 
offered by Stonestreets Travel, our exciting Cruise ‘n’ Coach 
holidays. Combine the luxurious experience of an ocean liner 
cruise with the best way to explore the shore, a Stonestreets 
Luxury Coach or guided tour.
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA
Experience stunning Singapore and the scenic cities of Malaysia, highlighting striking Asian 
culture and colonial influences. See the contrast of bustling mega cities and a traditional South-
East Asian way of life. Learn their history and experience the local culture, all from the comfort 
and luxury of the magnificent Sapphire Princess on a 5-day cruise with plenty of time to relax 
and enjoy World-Class gourmet dining, dazzling entertainment, casino, nightclub, spa and more.

Day 1: Monday 22 January - Singapore 
Transfer to the Brisbane International Airport for a 
direct flight to Singapore. Upon arrival be transferred 
to the centrally located accommodation in the heart of 
Singapore’s shopping district on Orchard Road. Meals: LD 
 
Day 2:Tuesday 23 January  Singapore Sightseeing 
Enjoy a leisurely start to the day then meet your guide 
for a Singapore sightseeing tour. Get acquainted with 
Singapore’s historic sights, modern icons and bustling city 
centre. Drive through historic areas including Merlion Park, 
a major tourist attraction, home to Singapore’s mythical 
beast “the Merlion”. Enjoy magnificent views here, before 
taking an iconic and traditional Bumboat cruise along the 
Singapore River. See the towering colonial buildings and 
the iconic Marina Bay Sands Hotel. Head to China Town for a 
traditional Chinese Dim Sum lunch and explore the unique 

architecture and fragrant smells. Later, visit Little India, a 
buzzing historic area that shows off the best of Singapore’s 
Indian community, and then Kampong Glam, the Malay 
community, rich with living traditions, excellent eateries 
and trendy shops.  Tonight experience ‘Night Safari‘ at the 
world’s first nocturnal zoo. Meals: BLD 

Day 3: Wednesday 24 January - Sapphire Princess 
This morning, explore, shop and experience Singapore at 
your leisure before transferring to the Marina Bay Cruise 
Terminal to board the Sapphire Princess. Make sure you’re 
out on the decks at 4pm as the ship departs through the 
busy port of Singapore. Be amazed by the vast amount of 
shipping travelling through the port of Singapore. Tonight, 
enjoy the traditional dining in one of the restaurants then 
take in an entertaining shows or perhaps head to the 
casino or bars. Meals: BLD

Inside Cabin (pp Twin share)
Includes all tour inclusions, shore 
excursions, meals and gratuities for 
cruise and return airfares.

$4,195
$4,495Balcony Cabin (pp Twin share)

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

From:
INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 7 Lunch x 6 Dinner x 7Flights x 2 4 Nights

Singapore

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

8 DAYS

22 JANUARY 2018

Day 4:Thursday 25 January - Penang, Malaysia
After the first night at sea, arrive in Penang and take a scenic 
day tour of this beautiful city. Stop at Kek Lok Si, the magnificent 
Temple of Paradise. The largest Buddhist temple in Southeast 
Asia sits halfway up Penang Hill, offering wonderful views of 
George Town and a cooler temperature than the tropical heat of 
the city. View the Baba Nyonya Mansion, formally a private home, 
belonging to a Chinese Kapitan, who was the head of the Hai 
San secret society. Visit the amazing Reclining Buddha Temple 
featuring the fourth-largest reclining Buddha in the world. This 
magnificent, gold-covered statue is over one hundred feet long! 
Tour Penang’s butterfly farm, home to more than 100 species. 
A visit to a Batik factory will offer a delightful demonstration of 
the traditional art of printing fabric using dyes and wax. Enjoy 
a scenic drive along Batu Ferringhi, one of Asia’s most beautiful 
beaches, and Fort Cornwallis, a star-shaped fortress which dates 
back to 1810. Meals: BLD 

Day 5:Friday 26 January - Langkawi, Malaysia
Awaken in Langkawi for a day of touring the island. Drive to 
Mahsuri Tomb and nearby idyllic beaches with pristine waters 
and lush greenery. The legend of Mahsuri is a tragic tale of a 
young woman living on the island in the early 1800’s who was 
killed for her claimed adulterous acts. White blood is said to have 
seeped from her wounds and with her last breath she cursed the 
island for seven generations. Langkawi faded into obscurity until 
it was proclaimed a duty-free island in 1987, seven generations 
later. Visit Underwater World Langkawi at the popular Cenang 
Beach to see 5,000 types of aquatic life in more than 100 tanks 
of different sizes. The last stop is the famous Eagle Square with 
a magnificent eagle statue. Return to the ship for lunch and a 
relaxing afternoon. Meals: BLD 

Day 6: Saturday 27 January - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Arrive and explore Kuala Lumpur, starting with the KL Tower. 
Rising over 1,381 feet the observation deck rewards visitors with 
stunning views of the city. Next, visit to the National Museum, an 
impressive palatial structure before seeing the National Mosque 
with the impressive 73m high minaret. Visit Merdeka Square, site 
of the declaration of Malaysian independence in 1957. Meals: 
BLD 

Day 7: Sunday 28 January  - Singapore – Depart for Australia
Disembark the Sapphire Princess for another tour of Singapore. 
A guide will take you to the beautiful Gardens by the Bay, right 
in the urban heart of Singapore. Admire the innovative design 
of the Flower Dome and the Cloud Mountain as you explore 
the zones of the Gardens by the Bay. See baobabs, succulents 
and desert plants and a 1,000 year-old Spanish olive tree in the 
giant greenhouse. At the Cloud Forest conservatory, the world’s 
tallest indoor waterfall sends mist out over tropical plant life 
like bromeliads, pitcher plants and tassel ferns. Stroll along the 
elevated walkway connecting 2 Supertrees for amazing views 
out over the expansive conservatory and nearby Marina Bay. 
Enjoy a delicious high tea at The Fullerton Bay Hotel. Later, 
transfer to the Singapore Airport for the flight back to Australia.  
Meals: BD

Day 8: Monday 29 January - Arrive Toowoomba 
This morning arrive in Brisbane and clear customs and 
immigration. Then board the waiting Stonestreets coach for the 
transfer back to Toowoomba and home. Meals: B

Langkawi, Malaysia
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Day 1:  Wednesday 22 August  - Shanghai 
Depart Brisbane International Airport on 
a midday flight to Shanghai. On arrival in 
Pudong International Airport be transferred 
to central 5-Star accommodation. Meals:  LD
Day 2: Thursday 23 August - Shanghai 
Today has been left free for you to explore 
your own personal sightseeing interests. We 
can arrange and book any tours in advance 
with prior arrangement. Meals:  B 
Day 3: Friday 24 August Free morning - 
board Majestic Princess 
After a leisurely start and late checkout, 
transfer to the Shanghai Cruise terminal and 
board the luxurious Majestic Princess. Head 
onto the deck as the Majestic Princess sails 
through the port and out to sea. Meals:  BD
Day 4: Sat 25 August – East China Sea 
Sail north towards South Korea.Meals:  BLD 
Day 5: Sun 26 August - Busan South Korea 
Our first port is Busan; known for beaches, 
mountains and temples. Meals:  BLD 
Day 6: Mon 27 August - East China Sea 
Sail south towards Hong Kong through the 
East China Sea. Meals:  BLD 
Day 7: Tuesday 28 August - East China Sea 
Sailing south past Taiwan and in to the South 
China Sea towards Hong Kong. Meals:  BLD
Day 8: Wednesday 29 August - Hong Kong
The Majestic Princess will dock in Hong 
Kong offering the chance to disembark 

and explore or take one of several optional 
shore tours. Maybe you’d like to visit Hong 
Kong Disneyland or head up to the peak for 
the best views over the city or cruise on a 
traditional Chinese Junk boat. Meals:  BLD
Day 9: Thu 30 August – South China Sea
Cruise through the South China Sea towards 
Vietnam. Meals:  BLD
Day 10: Fri 31 August - Nha Trang, Vietnam
Explore Nha Trang, a resort city known for 
beaches, diving and offshore islands. Cable 
cars cross to Hòn Tre Island, and the nature 
reserves Hòn Mun and Hòn Tằm Meals:  BLD
Day 11: Sat 1 Sept - Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Arrive in Ho Chi Minh City for another day 
ashore exploring on optional shore excursions. 
Once known as Saigon, it is famous for its role 
in the Vietnam War. See Notre-Dame Cathedral 
and Bến Thành Market. Meals:  BLD
Day 12: Sun 2 September - At Sea 
Continue south to Singapore today. Meals:  BLD
Day 13: Monday 3 September - Singapore
Tour the Garden City of Singapore. Meals:  BLD
Day 14: Tuesday 4 September - At Sea
Sail south towards Australia. Meals:  BLD

Day 15: Wednesday 5 September - At Sea
Sail south towards Australia. Meals:  BLD
Day 16: Thursday 6 September - At Sea
Cruise through the warm waters of the Java 
Sea. Meals:  BLD
Day 17: Friday 7 September - At Sea
Sail the Timor Sea towards Darwin.  Meals:  BLD
Day 18: Saturday 8 September - Darwin
Dock in Darwin and explore the tropical  
North region. Meals:  BLD
Day 19: Sun 9 September - At Sea
Pass the Gulf of Carpentaria. Meals:  BLD
Day 20: Monday 10 September - At Sea
Pass between Cape York and PNG. Meals:  BLD
Day 21: Tuesday 11 September - At Sea
Sail by the Great Barrier Reef. Meals:  BLD
Day 22: Wednesday 12 September - At Sea
Continue sailing south. Meals:  BLD
Day 23: Thursday 13 September - Brisbane
Visit Brisbane for the day. Meals:  BLD
Day 24: Friday 14 September - At Sea
Cruise south to Sydney. Meals:  BLD
Day 25: Sat 15 September - Toowoomba 
Disembark and transfer to the Sydney Airport. 
Fly to Brisbane, transfer to Toowoomba. M:B

Experience the highlights of Asia on a luxurious 22-night, Royal-Class cruise on the maiden voyage of the brand new 
and fully appointed Majestic Princess vessel. Visit Shanghai, Busan, Hong Kong, Nha Trang, Ho Chi Minh City and 

Singapore before returning to Australian waters for stops in Darwin and Brisbane. 

THE MAJESTIC PRINCESS
Shanghai to Sydney

Inside Cabin (pp Twin share) $5,195
$6,295Balcony Cabin (pp Twin share)

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

The Majestic Princess, Photo Courtesy of Princess Cruises

From:
INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 24 Lunch x 22 Dinner x 23Flights x 2 22 Nights

22 AUGUST 2018

25 DAYS

Hong Kong, China

Shanghai, China

Nha Trang, Vietnam
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Ask about our 3-9 day Explore China tour options



Inside Cabin (pp Twin share) $6,550
$8,750

$10,300
Ocean View Cabin (pp Twin share)

Balcony Cabin (pp Twin share)

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

From: INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 28 Lunch x 28 Dinner x 28Flights x 2 28 Nights

pp

pppp

pp

Includes all airport, hotel and cruise ship transfers. This is a non-escorted Tour.

A cruise lovers dream! Cruise around Australia visiting all of our coastal hotspots plus 
a visit to Alotau in Papua New Guinea. Cruise in luxury aboard the Sea Princess in a 
stateroom of your choice for a relaxing month long cruise. Experience world class shows  
and entertainment each night and many shore excursions on offer at 13 ports of call.  
All meals and entertainment are included in your tour price along with return airfare to 

Sydney and airport and cruise ship transfers.   

AROUND AUSTRALIA

AROUND AUSTRALIA

Broome, WA 29 DAYS

Day 1: Sunday 30 September  
Toowoomba/Sydney/Sea Princess 
Fly to Sydney and board the Sea Princess 
before lunch. The Sea Princess sets sails 
at 4:00pm out of Sydney Harbour. 

Day 2: Monday 1 October - At Sea
Sail South along the NSW Coast.  
Day 3: Tuesday 2 October - Melbourne 
Call into Melbourne and enjoy a range 
of shore excursions. 

Day 4: Wednesday 3 October - Burnie 
Cross Bass Straight overnight and arrive 
in Tasmania’s northern Port of Burnie. 
Many excursions available.  

Day 5: Thursday 4 October - Hobart 
Today optional shore tours visit the 
historical Port Arthur, the Huon Valley 
or a Hobart Ghost Walking Tour.  

Day 6:  Friday 5 October – At Sea 

Day 7: Saturday 6 October - Adelaide 
Dock in the City of Churches. Adelaide, 
Hahndorf, McLaren Vale and Barossa 
excursions are available. 

Day 8: Sunday 7 October - At Sea 
Cruise the Southern Ocean along the 
Great Australian Bight. 

Day 9: Monday 8 October  - At Sea 

Day 10: Tuesday 9 October  Albany
Arrive in Albany, WA, famous for tall 
timber. Shore excursions include the 
Valley of the Giants and Tree Top Walk, 
National Anzac Centre or Whale World. 

Day 11: Wed 10 October - Margaret River 
Margaret River is famous for surfing, 
food and wine. Shore excursions include 
Geographe Bay and  the caves area. 

Day 12: Thursday 11 October  Perth 
Arrive in the port city of Fremantle.Tours 
include a historic Fremantle tour, Perth 
Tour,  Swan Valley wineries and Painted 
Desert and Pinnacles visits. 

Day 13: Friday 12 October - At Sea 
Sail north towards the port of Broome. 

Day 14: Saturday 13 October - At Sea
Day 15: Sunday 14 October - At Sea
Day 16: Monday 15 October  Broome 
Visit the tropical northern Western 
Australian Port of Broome. The colours 
of the area are so contrasting between 
the red sandy soils white sandy beaches! 
Optional excursions could include Cable 
Beach for a camel ride or a Top Deck bus 
tour to see the sights.

Day 17: Tuesday 16 October  
Kimberley Coast Scenic Cruising 
Cruise along the very scenic Kimberley 
Coast approaching the dramatic red 
cliffs, aquamarine water and reefs 
below. More than 2,600 islands are 
scattered beyond the reefs.

Day 18: Wed 17 October - At Sea
Sail east towards Darwin.

Day 19: Thursday 18 October - Darwin
Arrive in the Top End; Darwin, a beautiful 
city that has withstood both the fury of 
man and Mother Nature. Disembark 
to explore and maybe learn of the 
challenges this city faced during World 
War II and again in 1974 when Cyclone 
Tracey struck.

Day 20: Friday 19 October - at Sea
Heads through the Gulf of Carpentaria 
between Cape York and Papua New 

Guinea towards the port of Cairns. 

Day 21: Saturday 20 October - At Sea
Sail south to the east of the Great Barrier 
Reef. Keep an eye out for the small 
isolated tropical islands and coral cays

Day 22: Sunday 21 October - Cairns 
In Cairns, Tropical North Queensland, 
the Rainforests meet the Great Barrier 
Reef. Maybe take a tour to the Great 
Barrier Reef or head in to the Mountains 
to Kuranda to explore this village in the 
rainforest or the Kuranda Scenic Railway 
and Kuranda Sky Way Cable car. 

Day 23: Monday 22 October - At Sea
Change direction and head north 
towards an international port of call in 
Papua New Guinea. 

Day 24: Tuesday 23 October 
Alotau, Papua New Guinea 
Alotau is a paradise of white-sand 
beaches, crystal waterfalls and volcanic 
mountains. Today you can experience 
anything from a traditional cooking 
class to cultural experiences.

Day 25: Wed 24 October – At Sea 
Head south again towards Brisbane. 

Day 26: Thursday 25 October - At Sea 

Day 27: Friday 26 October - Brisbane
Visit Brisbane today. Perhaps head out 
and explore the city on your own or 
join an optional tour or just relax on 
board and enjoy the ships facilities.

Day 28: Saturday 27 October - At Sea
Enjoy your final day at sea.

Day 29: Sunday 28 October - Disembark
Arrive early in Sydney for flights home.

30 SEPTEMBER 2018

Hobart, TAS
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INTERNATIONAL TOURS
“More than just sightseeing tours.”

Rather than just shuttling you from sight to 
sight, our tours are built around providing 
travellers with unforgettable experiences!  
Seeing the plains of  Africa is amazing, but 
dining in a real Swaziland village with the chief  
is an experience of  a lifetime.

“Value, safety and quality!”
Stonestreets Travel belongs to an international 
network of  travel suppliers which means that all 
of  our tour accommodation, guides, attractions 
and dining experiences have been assessed and 
certified to ensure they offer good value, high 
quality service, taking some of  the guesswork 
out of  travelling. 

“You won’t travel alone.”
Travelling abroad is perhaps one of  the most 
rewarding and enriching experiences that a 
person can have, but sometimes the fear of  the 
unknown or getting out of  one’s comfort zone 
can prevent us from having that adventure. 
At Stonestreets Travel, we take the worry out of  
international travel by offering a range of  tours, 
escorted start to finish by our own experienced 
Tour Escorts. You won’t need to stress about 
the language barrier either, as we ensure that 
our tours offer English speaking guides so you 
can understand and discover a foreign culture. 
Our tours often attract solo travellers and our 
inclusive tour policy and group itineraries mean 
that you won’t be travelling alone.

Experiencing a different culture and exploring the sights of a foreign country can 
seem daunting and difficult, but travelling abroad with an Australian, Stonestreets 
Travel Tour Escort on our International Tours, is travelling “Made Easy”.



CHERRY BLOSSOMS OF JAPAN

CHERRY BLOSSOMS OF JAPAN
Japan is a country richly filled with spectacular natural wonders of picturesque snow-capped mountains, 
ancient forests, thermal springs and of course the magnificent cherry blossoms. Steeped in tradition, 
history and culture, and home of countless unique delicacies, impressive art forms, unique architecture, 
wondrous gadgets and curious past-times, exploring Japan is an adventure like no other. Even with striking 

cultural differences, travelling in Japan is easy and efficient!

Day 1: Thursday 22 March - Tokyo
Arrive at Narita Airport and meet your 
English speaking Tour assistant before 
transferring to your hotel. 
 
Day 2: Fri 23 March - Tokyo
After breakfast, enjoy the first day of 
sightseeing around Tokyo. First stop; 
Asakusa and the amazing Senso-ji, 
Tokyo’s oldest and most significant 
Temple. Next spend some YEN at 
Nakamise-dori, an impresive Shopping 
Arcade where you’ll find popular 
Japanese goods and treats. Board 
the bus and stow your purchases for 
a drive through the SPECTACULAR 
Ueno public park, you might even 
get your first glimpse of the famous 
cherry blossoms! After emerging from 
the park, you can navigate by sight to 
the Tokyo Tower, the second tallest 
structure in Japan! Finish the day off 
with a visit to the grounds of Tokyo 
Imperial Palace, official residence of 
the Emperor of Japan. Meals: B

Day 3: Sat 24 March - Nikko
Grab some breakfast and board a 
coach bound for Nikko. The Japanese 
have a saying “Never say beautiful/
magnificent until you’ve seen Nikko”. 
The first stop in Nikko is Tosho-gu, a 
Shinto shrine, resting place of the last 
Shogun of Japan.  After lunch visit the 
ancient forest in Nikko National park 
and see the Kegon waterfall plummet 
over 90m before running into Lake 
Chuzenji. Meals: B

Day 4: Sun 25 March - Kamakura - 
Yokohama
Have a hearty breakfast to start day 
4 because today the tour will visit 
Kamakura AND Yokohama! Upon 
arriving in Kamakura, say G’day to the 
13m high Great Buddha (Daibutsu )
at the Kotokuin Temple. The next 
stop Hase-dera is an ornately carved 
temple, housing a massive statue of 
Kannon. After lunch, compare the 
striking differences between the 
Buddhist temples you’ve seen and 
Tsurugaoka Hachimangu, which is an 
important Shinto Shrine. Shop for local 
delicacies and souvenirs in Komachi-
dori before heading to Yokohama. That 
name might sound familiar, to anyone 
who has ever bought tyres, or for 
anyone who has heard of the second 
largest city in Japan, home to 3 million 
people. The sights of Yokohama are 
best enjoyed from the Yokohama Bay 

Bridge, which the bus will cross on the 
journey back to Tokyo. Meals: B
 
Day 5: Mon 26 March - Tokyo
Take a well deserved rest day to spend 
at your leisure. Meals: B

Day 6: Tue 27 March - Tokyo - Mt Fuji 
- Takayama
Today, the tour leaves Tokyo behind 
and travels to the foot of Mt Fuji, 
Japan’s most iconic location. Those 
in the know will tell you, that the 
best place to view Mt Fuji is actually 
the lake side town of Hakone which 
will be home for one night. Meals: B 

Day 7: Wednesday 28 March - 
Hakone - Takayama
Slick your hair back for maximum 
aerodynamic effect and board the 
world’s fastest passenger train, the 
bullet train “Shinkansen” which will 

Twin Share or Double $8,450
+$1,500Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x 13 Dinner x 2Flights x 2 13 Nights

Miyajima, Hiroshima 14 DAYS
rocket you at 300km/h to Takayama in time for a city tour. 
Meals: B

Day 8: Thursday 29 March - Takayama - Kanazawa
Get a real taste of what Japanese culture is all about by 
visiting the Gokayama Ainokura Village and Gassho-zukuri 
Folk Village on the way to Kanazawa, one of the most 
authentic and well-preserved historic prefectures in Japan. 
Meals: B

Day 9: Friday 20 March - Kanazawa
Tour the well preserved streets of Higashi Chayagi District 
and the Nagamachi Samurai District, formerly home to 
Samurai and their families. After lunch wander one of the 
top 3 most beautiful gardens in Japan, Kenrokuen before 
bulleting along the rails again, to Kyoto. Meals: B

Day 10: Saturday 31 March - Kyoto
The HUGE Nijo Castle and wooden gates are the first stop 
today before arriving at the Golden Pavilion overlooking a 

reflective lake. Tour some of Kyoto’s most popular sites this 
afternoon. Meals: B
 
Day 11: Sunday 1 April - Kyoto - Hiroshima - Miyajima 
- Kyoto
Begin the day with a ferry ride to the Famous Miyajima 
archways in the Sea of Japan before exploring Hiroshima 
by coach. Today, solemnly witness the Atomic Bomb 
Dome, a building in central Hiroshima, famously left 
standing after the detonation of the atomic bomb in 1945. 
Visit the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and Museum, 
dedicated to the memory of the bomb’s direct and indirect 
victims. Witness how the Japanese spirit has transformed 
Hiroshima into the thriving and most prominent city in 
Japan today. Meals: B
 
Day 12: Monday 2 April - Kyoto - Nara - Kyoto
Today travel to Nara to see the most breathtaking 
temple yet, Todai-ji. Then, visit Nara park and get close 
to the resident deer! Visit the Kasuga Grand Shrine and 
Nagomikan temple. Meals: B

Day 13: Tuesday 3 April - Free Day in Kyoto
Take a day to wind down and do some last minute shopping 
and sight seeing around Kyoto at your leisure. Meals: B

Day 14: Wednesday 4 April - Kyoto - Osaka - Brisbane
After breakfast, travel from Kyoto to Osaka International 
Airport to board the flight back to Australia. Meals: B

22 MARCH 2018

Mount Fuji, Japan
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Day 1: Saturday 9 June - Johannesburg
Depart Brisbane Airport and fly to 
Johannesburg.
Day 2: Sun 10 June -  Johannesburg
Upon arrival be shuttled to your hotel and 
enjoy the remainder of the day at leisure. 
This evening, meet your group and guide 
at the hotel reception. 
Day 3: Mon 11 June - Hazyview
This morning, depart for Mpumalanga, 
dropping several hundred feet into the 
lush subtropical region of the Lowveld. 
Travel along the circular Panorama Route 

via Graskop, visiting the view sites of the 
Blyde River Canyon, one of the natural 
wonders of Africa, be captivated by the 
majesty of God’s Window and views of 
mountains and fertile plains. Finally visit  
Bourke’s Luck Potholes before heading to 
Hazyview. Meals: B
Day 4: Tue 12 June - Hazyview
You may opt to begin bright and early 
in order to experience all the wonders 
of Kruger National Park. Spend a 
morning with the Big Five animals in the 
internationally renowned game reserve. 
The 2 million hectares supports the largest 
variety of wildlife species on the African 
continent. You may opt for a full-day game 
drive in an open vehicle. Meals: B
Day 5: Wed 13 June - Swaziland
This morning, visit a chiefs village and 
journey into Swaziland.
Meals: B
Day 6:  Thu 14 June - Hluhluwe
Adventure into Swaziland into Zululand 
to St Lucia, where you can relax or opt 
for another game drive, this time in the 
Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Reserve. Meals: B
Day 7: Fri 15 June - Durban
Take an optional morning boat cruise or 
soak up the atmosphere of St Lucia. Later, 
depart for Durban and take an orientation 
tour to discover this multicultural, vibrant 
seaside city. Meals: B
Day 8: Sat 16 June - Drakensberg
Travel into the majestic Southern 
Drakensberg Mountains to see the 300 foot 
high Howick Falls. Then continue through 
the Southern Midlands Meander Route. 
Soak up the surroundings, or go fishing, 
hiking and even horse riding in clean 
mountain air (at own expense). Meals: BD
Day 9: Sun 17 June - Drakensberg
Enjoy a full day at leisure exploring the 
magnificent Southern Drakensberg 
Mountains. Optional 4x4 adventure tour 
into Lesotho is available. Meals: BD
Day 10:Mon 18 June-Eastern Cape Coast
This morning continue to the Eastern 
Cape, entering the fourth of the provinces 
and travel via Nelson Mandela’s birth place 

and house to arrive late in the afternoon 
at the accommodation in East London. 
Meals: BD
Day 11: Tue 19 June - Port Elizabeth
Unwind on the endless beaches of Port 
Elizabeth.  Enjoy a sight seeing afternoon 
at your leisure. Meals: B
Day 12: Wed 20 June - Knysna
Today, visit the Tsitsikamma Forest and 
enjoy a short walk to the Storms River 
Mouth offering magnificent views of the 
gorge and river below. Arrive in Knysna 
late afternoon. Meals: BD
Day 13: Thu 21 June - Mossel Bay
After breakfast, travel inland over 
the spectacular Outeniqua Pass to 
Oudtshoorn, known as the ‘feather 
capital of the world’ because of its ostrich 
industry. Visit a working ostrich farm and 
then explore the famous Cango Caves. 
Walk (the more adventurous may crawl!) 
around the famous Cango Caves with 
their magnificent dripstone formations 
of stalactites and stalagmites. Today’s 
journey ends in Cape Town.  On the way, 
stop off in Mossel Bay to visit the famous 
Post Office Tree and the Bartholomeus 
Diaz Museum. Meals: B
Day 14: Fri 22 June - Cape Town
Drive via Swellendam, Worcester and 
through the Huguenot Tunnel before 
arriving in Cape Town in the late afternoon. 
Meals: B
Day 15: Sat 23 June - Cape Town
Enjoy a day of leisure in the ‘Mother 
City’ where a visit to the V&A Waterfront 
is recommended. Enjoy quality time 
exploring or take a half- or full-day 
excursion to the winelands or Cape Point. 
Meals: B
Day 16: Sunday 24 June - Cape Town
Continue exploring Cape Town at leisure 
on your last full day of the tour. Meals: B
Day 17: Monday 25 June - Flight
Transfer to Cape Town Airport for 
the flight back to Australia. Meals: B 
Day 18: Tuesday 26 June - Home
Arrive at Brisbane Airport.SOUTH AFRICAN TREASURE

South Africa is a country of unrivaled cultural, natural and environmental diversity. 
Home to some of the world’s most recognisable and striking wildlife, landscapes, 
cultures, languages and people, it’s easy to see why a South African adventure is on 
most people’s bucket list. The modern South Africa has confidently emerged from 
a somewhat troublesome period to become a tourism hot-spot, showing off its 
stunning array of emerging cities, unparalleled adventure activities, natural and 

animal wonders and colourful culture.

SOUTH AFRICAN TREASURE

Cape Town, South Africa

9 JUNE 2018

Twin Share or Double $5,050
+$872Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

Extend your adventure - 3 Day Victoria Falls Extension - Returns 28 June 

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x14

Breakfast x 3

Dinner x 4Flight x 2

Flight x 1

16 Nights

From:

18 DAYS

Total tour cost $7099pp tw/dbl share
Single Supplement: +$1,229pp
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SPAIN PORTUGAL & MOROCCO
Discover the cultural majesty and charisma of Spain, experience the vibrant heritage and customs of 
Portugal and explore the exotic colours, sights and smells of Morocco on one incredible tour. Experience 
elegant plazas and delicious Paella in Madrid. Wonder at the striking contrasts of old versus new 
architecture in Barcelona. Feed your senses in the spice markets, ornate tombs and impressive palaces of 
Marrakesh. The sights, tastes and experiences of these three exotic countires combine to create the exotic 

and unforgettable adventure of a lifetime!

Day 1: Monday 3 September - Lisbon (Portugal)
Arrive at Lisbon Airport and depart on a half day tour of the 
city. See the seafront square and the Praca do Comercio 
(Commerce Square) which overlooks the Targus River, with  
an impressive statue of King Jose I. Admire the ornately 
carved Arch of Augusta gateway and if time allows, the  Sé 
de Lisboa a 12th century cathedral. Visit the hilltop Sao Jorge 
castle, a Moorish castle with views of historic Lisbon.
Day 2: Tuesday 4 September - Lisbon
The picturesque town of Sintra boasts 19th century Romantic 
architecture. Explore the historic town centre  and see colour-
washed houses and palatial buildings, before visiting the 
Pena National Palace. This national monument is set within 
lush gardens and is considered one of the Seven Wonders 

of Portugal. Its hilltop location commands impressive views 
over the surrounding area. Enjoy the rest of the day exploring 
the hilly, coastal captial of Portugal at your leisure. You may 
wish to visit the Catholic pilgrimage site of Fatima.  Meals: B
Day 3: Wednesday 5 September - Barcelona (Spain)
Fly; Lisbon to Barcelona. All airport transfers are taken care of 
and will deliver you to your hotel. Meals: BD
Day 4: Thursday 6 September - Barcelona
Begin the day with a walking tour of the Gothic Quarter of 
Barcelona, along the iconic and impressive thoroughfare 
of La Rambla. Explore the harbour-front area and it’s many 
churches, cathedrals and historical buildings. Antoni Gaudi, 
a renowned local modernist architect left his unmistakable 
imprint on the Catalonian capital with his incredible 

14 DAYS

Twin Share or Double $11,580
+$1,137Single Supplement

TOUR COST:  

All prices listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

PHYSICAL RATING: 

INCLUSIONS: 

Breakfast x13 Lunch x 1 Dinner x 5Flight x 2 16 Nights

From:

SPAIN, PORTUGAL & MOROCCO

monument, Parc Guell. Situated on a hillside you’ll find 
plentiful gardens full of architectural points of interest and 
stellar views over the city. Lastly, explore the incredible 
Sagrada Familia basilica temple. Meals: B
Day 5: Friday 7 September - Madrid
Catch a high-speed train to Madrid. On arrival, explore Plaza 
Mayor and the Royal Palace, the official residence of the 
Spanish Royal Family. Meals: BD
Day 6: Saturday 8 September - Toledo
Toledo is a city with extensive cultural and monumental 
heritage. Take a walking tour into the heart of the city, 
to see the Cathedral of St. Mary, and the Alcazar; a stone 
fortification at the city’s highest point. Meals: B
Day 7: Sunday 9 September - Cordoba
Catch a  train to Cordoba, a city with Roman, Arabic and 
Moorish influences. Explore the maze of streets to reach the 
Calleja de los Flores, a photogenic, narrow whitewashed 
passageway lined with flowers. View the Old Bridge recently 
used for filming in Game of Thrones. Visit the Alcazar of 
the Christian Kings, and the historic and unique Mezquita; 
changed many times between a Mosque and Cathedral.
Day 8: Monday 10 September - Seville
Seville is a city where ancient and modern mix; the 
Cathedral, Treasury and Giralda complex highlights the 
traditional architecture, and the Metropol Parasol is a huge 
wooden modern art structure. Meals: B
Day 9: Tuesday 11 September - Jerez (Morocco)
Take a tour of central Jerez, home of sherry and a famous 
wine district, before the journey to Morocco. Meals: BD
Day 10: Wednesday 12 September - Rabat
Fes, the ‘Mecca of the West’; one of the largest urban 
pedestrian zones in the world. The best way to experience Fes 
is to wander and see where you end up! Wander the Medina 
and its plethora of markets, visit the Bou Inania Madrasa 
and view the tanneries, then depart for Rabat. Meals: BD
Day 11: Monday 13 September - Casablanca - Marrakech
Explore the coastal cities of Rabat and Casablanca today.  
Rabat is the capital city of Morocco, and is the most modern 
city in both look and feel. Some impressive ancient sight 
of Rabat however including the fortress Kasbah of the 
Udayas and the Roman ruins at Chellah. Later, continue to 
Casablanca and explore the old Medina. View the Hassan II 
Mosque, the largest mosque in Morocco and one of the most 
famous and photographed mosques in the world. Meals: B
Day 12: Thursday 14 September - Marrakech
Tour Marrakech and its many sights in what is arguably 
the cultural capital of Morocco. Explore the souks and the 
main square, the photogenic Koutoubia Mosque and then 
three key sights of the city. Firstly the botanical garden 
of Majorelle, the beautifully decorated Saadian Tombs 
mausoleum and the Bahia “Brilliance” Palace. Meals: B
Day 13: Friday 15 September - Imlil
Sample Moroccan Berber rural life surrounded by the Atlas 
Mountains. Visit the small valley town of Imlil to the base of 
Mount Toubkal, before a lavish lunch. Meals: BL
Day 14: Saturday 16 September - Return Home
Depart Marrakech airport for the return journey home. M:B
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At Stonestreets we aim to run the kind of tours we’d like to take; scenic, great value, unique, unhurried, 
uncrowded, sometimes a bit quirky, and always thoroughly enjoyable. We also endeavor to offer the 
level of service that we would hope to receive, and because of the personal interest we take in our 
clients, we are proud to see familiar faces returning to join us time after time.

What is included on a Tour?
Our tours include all accommodation, coach travel, most meals, all entry fees 
to attractions and flights as per the tour itinerary.

What is not included?
Excess baggage, seat selection or non-standard service fees. Hotel laundry, 
phone calls, pay as you go internet services, meals not detailed in the itinerary, 
discretionary tips/gratuities, early departure travel costs.

What if the tour dates don’t suit?
If you can’t make the dates of your chosen tour work, we may be able to 
create a similar individual itinerary or find a similar tour through our extensive 
network of suppliers.
 
I don’t have anyone to travel with.
Part of any great holiday is sharing the adventure with someone, and 
our Stonestreets tour groups are always fun and welcoming. You’ll 
never want for someone to enjoy dinner or share experiences with.  
Many accommodation providers charge slightly more per person for a 
single room, which does mean that solo travel on our tours can require a 
small additional single supplement. However, if you are happy to share with 
another solo traveller of the same gender, we will do our best to find someone 
for you to share with.

What level of health and fitness do I need?
In this brochure we utilise a physical rating to help you to choose a tour that 
suits you. You can find more information about this system on page 7. If in 
doubt, speak to our expert travel team about assessing how well your level of 
fitness matches your choice of holiday.
 
Do I have to participate in all of the activities in the itinerary?
Rest assured that all of our included experiences are optional and you’ll never 
have to partake in any activity that you are not completely comfortable with.
 
Can my special dietary requirements be catered for?
Special dietary requirements cannot be guaranteed on our tours, however 
we will make every effort to accommodate them given sufficient prior notice. 

Will there be laundry services or facilities on the tour?
There will be opportunities on all tours to do laundry. Most accommodation 
in larger centers will have laundry or washing facilities and in some cases 
laundering services, however the occasional accommodation in more remote 
locations may not.

Are there any luggage restrictions?
As part of our compliance with Australian safety regulations, our coaches are 
governed by strict vehicle weight regulations. Each passenger is permitted 
pieces of baggage: a carry-on weighing up to 7kg and a second piece up to 
20kg. Our 4x4 coach tours and any tour with domestic or international flights 
may have different baggage allowances. 
 

How far in advance do I need to book/pay?
Full booking, deposit and payment terms and conditions are detailed in the 
Terms and Conditions section on page 63.
 
What if I become unwell or need to cancel my tour for any reason?
Our cancellation policy and terms and conditions are detailed in the Terms 
and Conditions section on page 63. We strongly recommend that you 
investigate the option of travel insurance on any extended or international 
tour. Stonestreets Travel can arrange an obligation free travel insurance quote 
upon request.

Should I get travel insurance?
We strongly recommend that you investigate the option of travel insurance 
on any extended or international tour. Stonestreets Travel can arrange an 
obligation free travel insurance quote upon request.
 
Can I join late or depart early?
Alterations to our tours can be arranged in most circumstances with prior 
arrangement. A small alteration fee may apply for any changes to the tour. 
Transfers and travel costs arising from a change in schedule will not be 
covered by Stonestreets.

What meals are included on tour?
Our tours include most meals along the way so that you don’t have to worry 
about budgeting for food on your trip. We arrange some special highlight 
meals along the way as well as leaving a number of meals unplanned so you 
can explore and indulge your taste buds on local delicacies. Your tour itinerary 
will detail included meals. 

How long will I spend on the coach each day?
Australia is a big place, and some times the sights and even the towns can be 
far apart. When planning our tours we make sure that we arrange frequent 
stops, at least every couple of hours, and plan in multiple night stays after 
travel days to stretch out your legs again.

What will the accommodation be like?
We stay regularly with well known chains including Hilton, Mercure and Ibis, 
but they can be few and far between when we travel off the beaten track! 
Through our years of experience and nationwide network of suppliers, we 
have found great, clean and comfortable places to stop, relax and rest your 
head for the night. 4x4 tours may feature a mix of hotel/motel accommodation.

What if a tour is unexpectedly cancelled?
At times, due to uncontrollable circumstances, tours may be cancelled or 
modified to ensure guest safety and a high quality and enjoyable tour. 
Rest assured, if your tour is cancelled through no fault of your own, you will 
receive a full refund, limited to tour costs or travel bookings made through 
Stonestreets Travel. Travel costs for flights, accommodation, transfers or 
other costs, booked by yourself online or through another agent will not be 
covered in the event of a tour cancellation. We strongly recommend that you 
investigate the option of travel insurance on any extended or international 
tour. Stonestreets Travel can arrange an obligation free travel insurance quote 
upon request.

TRAVELLING WITH STONESTREETS - SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Passport and Visa
If you are travelling on an international tour or cruise, 
it is important that you organise a Passport and 
suitable Visas for your destination in advance. This 
process is not completed for you as part of your tour 
booking. We can provide advice about processes and 
requirements, but will not be liable for loss resulting 
from inability to travel due to lack of or expired 
passport or visa.
Health and Fitness 
For safety and enjoyment, passengers should be in 
suitable physical condition to participate in activities 
on the tour. In some circumstances, Stonestreets may 
require a passenger to provide written confirmation of 
suitable physical condition from a doctor. Tours may 
include walks which vary in degree of difficulty, high 
and low temperatures and inclement weather may be 
experienced on some tours. Some remote outback 
locations may not have reliable 24 hour electrical 
power. Remote locations often do not have close 
emergency, medical or pharmaceutical services and 
passengers are advised to bring adequate medication 
and spare prescriptions for essential medication. We 
advise that all passengers should consult their doctors 
or a Travel Medicine Specialist regarding necessary 
vaccinations/medications before travelling overseas. 
Pricing 
All prices in this brochure are displayed in Australian 
Dollars which includes pre-departure preparation, 
all on-tour coach travel, transfers as indicated by 
itinerary, meals and accommodation, sightseeing and 
admissions per the itinerary.  
Meals not specified on the itinerary, drinks, laundry, 
optional activities and items of a personal nature are 
not included. Changes to flight schedules may require 
additional overnight accommodation preceding or 
following a tour which is at passengers’ own expense. 
Stonestreets Coaches reserves the right to vary the 
tour price from the prices indicated in this brochure to 
cover any significant increase in air fare, rail fare, fuel 
price or other tour related costs. 
Erroneous Pricing 
Stonestreets reserves the right to not honour any 
prices published in this brochure that we deem were 
erroneous due to printing, electronic or clerical error.
Changes to the Itinerary 
Stonestreets reserves the right to alter or change the 
accommodation, meal providers, carriers or vessels 
at any time for any reason; and cancel or alter the 
itinerary and/or tour at any time without notice if 
we consider necessary based on factors such as 
road conditions, weather or traffic conditions, non 
performance of suppliers, industrial action, operational 
conditions and requirements. Stonestreets may 
replace, suspend or cancel any tour inclusions (or 
option) where that tour inclusion is not available or in 
the opinion of Stonestreets, has become inadvisable, 
unsafe or unsuitable.  
In the creation of our tours we use information 
supplied by providers of attractions, activities, 
accommodation, meals and venues. While we 
endeavor to ensure that the information contained in 
brochures is correct, we accept no responsibility for 
variation between information in our brochure and 
actual services or attractions resulting from information 
provided by suppliers. The coach crew retain the right 
to alter the itinerary in a manner to the best overall 
benefit for all concerned.  
Tour Operation 
Tour bookings are conditional upon Stonestreets 
securing minimum passenger numbers. Stonestreets 
reserves the right to cancel a scheduled departure 
where minimum passenger numbers cannot be met.  
Cancellation Limitation
In the event that we cancel a tour, we will refund your 
deposit and all payment for the tour. Stonestreets 
will NOT incur any liability for connecting airfares, 
accommodation or other travel bookings or online 
purchases that you or another travel agent have 
arranged. 
Mechanical Failure
Stonestreets Coaches maintain strict standards of 
vehicle safety and reliability at all times, however in 
rare cases mechanical failure may occur. Passengers 

are assured that every effort will be made to reduce 
the inconvenience of mechanical failure. 
Deposit and Final Payment
When booking your tour 61 or more days prior to the 
tour departure date, you must pay a non-refundable 
and non-transferable booking deposit of 25% of the 
tour price at the time of booking. Please note, higher 
or varied deposits may be required on selected tours.
Full payment is due no less than 60 days before tour 
departure. International tours may involve alternate 
deposit and payment terms and conditions. 
Late Bookings
Full payment is due 60 days before the departure of 
any tour. In some circumstances we may be able to 
arrange a late booking, however if possible, a late 
booking surcharge may apply. 
Credit Card Surcharge 
Payment of tours using Visa or Mastercard attract a 
1% processing fee. Alternate methods of payment are 
available including direct deposit, EFTPOS, cash or 
cheque.  
Cancellation Policy
When booking a group tour we pay accommodation, 
attraction, food and travel suppliers a deposit for 
every traveller. If a traveller cancels we often forfeit 
our deposit paid. For this reason, if you cancel your 
booking prior to departure for any reason, you may be 
charged a cancellation fee. If you leave a trip for any 
reason after it has commenced, we are not obligated 
to refund for any unused services. 
Cancellation Fees - Extended Tours
Cancellation 61+ days = forfeiture of deposit
Cancellation 60-31 days = 50% of tour cost
Cancellation 30 or less = 100% of tour cost
International tours may involve alternate 
cancellation policies and conditions 
Travel Insurance 
We strongly recommend taking out travel insurance 
for any tour that you book. We suggest that your 
policy covers against personal accident, death, medical 
expenses, emergency repatriation, cancellation, 
curtailment, personal liability, and loss of luggage 
and personal effects. Stonestreets is a fully accredited 
travel agency and can provide a quote and/or suitable 
travel insurance policy for your tour or personal travel. 
Contact us to arrange a quote.
Room Sharing 
Solo travel will attract an additional single supplement 
rate as charged by our accommodation suppliers. 
With your permission we can attempt to find someone 
of the same gender to share a twin share room to 
avoid the single supplement charge. However we take 
no responsibility for the suitability of your rooming 
partner. If a passenger regards their rooming partner 
as unsuitable, every effort will be made to re-match or 
arrange singe accommodation for the duration of the 
tour with additional cost to the passenger. 
Photos and Images 
The pictures and imagery used in this brochure are for 
illustration purposes of typical sights or scenery only. 
Note, it is possible that particular sights featured in this 
booklet may not be experienced on your tour. Some 
images may have been enhanced. Images are used in 
accordance with Australian copyright regulations and 
have been sourced from authorised stock photography 
sources, creative commons work, past travellers and 
suppliers. 
We love to capture the enjoyable moments and 
spectacular sights on our tours. From time to time our 
staff may take photos which feature individuals and/or
the group, which may be used in future promotional 
material. If you would prefer not to be included in any 
photography, please mention this to your tour staff.
Accuracy of Maps 
The maps within this brochure are intended only as an 
indication and do not represent perfectly, accurately or 
to scale, the actual route of the tour.
Baggage Restrictions
Due to workplace health and safety regulations and in 
accordance with airline and coach baggage regulations, 
passengers are limited to one carry on item, not 
exceeding 7kg and one suitcase or similar not exceeding 
20kg. 4x4 Coach tours and some tours with small aircraft 
travel may have alternate baggage restrictions.

Smoking
All Stonestreets Coaches are strictly non-smoking. 
Seat Rotation 
To offer all passengers a chance to enjoy the best 
views from the coach, our tours operate a seat rotation 
policy.
Special Dietary Requirements 
Passengers requiring special diets such as vegetarian 
or gluten free, must inform Stonestreets at the time of 
reservation. Most catering on our tours is provided by 
third party suppliers including restaurants and hotel 
accommodation, while every effort will be made to 
accommodate people with special dietary requests, 
we cannot guarantee that requests will be met in all 
instances. 
Special Needs or Requirements
Stonestreets welcomes any passengers with disabilities 
or special needs who wish to travel on our tours. We 
structure our tours with differing physical abilities in 
mind and utilise a physical rating for our tours. We 
advise that special requirements must be advised 
at the time of booking. We will make every effort to 
accommodate individual needs, however we regret 
that our staff can not provide individual assistance 
for walking, dining, boarding or disembarking the 
motorcoach, or other personal needs. If assistance is 
required, we require that passengers are accompanied 
by a capable companion. On some extended tours, 
due to space limitations, we may be unable to 
transport wheelchairs or walkers. Please enquire if 
you believe any of these conditions may affect you. 
Stonestreets also reserves the right to either refuse 
persons to join a tour, or make careful arrangement 
to set-down persons from the tour if their mental or 
physical condition is such as to render them: incapable 
of caring for themself; causes severe annoyance to 
others or represents a hazard to themself or others. 
Stonestreets will not be liable for any expenses arising 
from such an occurrence. 
Young Travellers 
Some tours may not be suitable for travel with 
children. Child prices are subject to sharing with sole 
use or twin sharing adults only. Persons under the age 
of 18 must be accompanied by and adult.
Limitation of Liability
Holidaying and travel are subject to some degree of 
risk and dangers which are beyond the operators’ 
control. Hazards may include but are not limited to 
travelling in remote areas where medical services are 
limited, travel by boat, train, automobile or aircraft, 
forces of nature, accidents, illness. Stonestreets and 
any other carrier will not have any liability regarding 
provision of medical care or the adequacy of any care 
that may be rendered. Passengers are encouraged 
to make their own enquiries regarding conditions 
and safety warnings in relation to their destinations. 
Stonestreets can not accept responsibility or liability 
for any delays, accidents, injury or damage caused 
by airlines, rail, express coaches or any other 
service the company acts as an agent on behalf of 
arising out of the provision of, or failure to provide 
these services. Stonestreets Coaches shall in no 
circumstances whatsoever be liable to the client or 
any person travelling with him/her for death, personal 
injury, sickness, accident, loss or any misadventure 
howsoever caused; and any act, omission, default 
of any hotelier, carrier or other person or by servant 
or agent employed by them who many be engaged 
or concerned in the provision of accommodation, 
refreshment, carriage facility or service for the client, 
or any person travelling with him/her howsoever 
caused; the temporary or permanent loss of or damage 
to baggage or personal effects howsoever caused. 
The company cannot accept liability for any loss of 
enjoyment whatsoever and howsoever experienced 
by the passengers for circumstances beyond the 
company’s control.  

After Hours Emergency Contact - 0428 875 515 OR 
07 4687 5555

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Follow us on: 

A member of

ABN 88 075 505 547 | Licensed Travel Agent No. 1446www.stonestreets.com.au

Stonestreets Travel
78 Warwick Street
Toowoomba, Queensland 4350

Phone: (07) 4687 5555 
email: info@stonestreets.com.au


